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OUTLINE FOR W.E.B. DUBOIS SYLLABUS

Introduction

1. Tributes from important black and white leaders. Eulogy of Dr.
DuBois by Martin Luther King, Jr.

2. DuBois' stature as educator, author, editor, sociologist, historian,
statesman, social prophet, and race leader. Most of what DuBois
wrote and said is as relevant today as when he formulated his great
ideas. For example, his prophecy made in 1903: "The problem of the
20th century is that of the color line." But no topic involving
race-caste-class escaped his attention. Perhaps no American writer,
white or black, ever enjoyed so great a revival of his writings as
that currently shown in interest in DuBois.

Body of Syllabus

1. Detailed reference to his writings of major importance such as his
twenty-one books; Atlanta Studies, editorials, essays, and creative
work.

2. Detailed reference to his major topics, e.g.: peace, propaganda of
history, class struggle, lynching, chain gangs, education, civil
rights, Africa, race pride, black power, voluntary separation,
colonialism, etc.

3. Aphorisms and short quotations. DuBois was master of the pithy,
profound and timely expression.

Appendix

Chronology of his life and accomplishments.

L. Bibliography broken down by classes: A,. books, B. magazine article
C. pamphlets, D. chapters in anthologies, E. The Crisis writ'-igt3,
F., G., and H. bibliographies.



A SYLLABUS OR TEACHER'S GUIDE

TO THE LIFE AND WORKS

OF DR. W.E.B. DuBOIS

Intitoduction

William 'Edward Burghardt DuBois (1868-,1963) , father of the civil

rights movement, was one of America's three great black leaders and one

of the greatest Americans, black or white, of the 20th century ,Educator,

political writer, novelist, poet, sociologist, social prophet, humanitarian,

historian, Pan-African, he earned tributes from many men:

"Hia deteuination to 4ecute ieedom Lot ate peopee4

was the ha!, marsh a, hi4 gAeat and itiu4tAiou4
John Hope Franklin, black historian.

"He .ab, voice oi the twentieth-centuky eivit A,ight4

movement."
Roy Wilkins, black, Secretary N.A.A.C.P.,
in his introduction to a recent reprint
of DuBois's The Saul a oti 8tack Fa lai

"So many thou4and4 oti my genetation were upti6ted and
inapiAed by the wAitten and apoken wands o6 DA. W.E.8. Dacia
that Lot me to say I was 40 .ins pined would hatdty be unu4uat.

My eantieat memo/Liu oi mitten wands axe tho4e oi Vu8oJ4 and

the Bibte."
The late Langston Hughes,
black poet-author.

"It was Vu8oJ4 who tab ptimakity Aezponaibte Lou. guiding

the NegAo away imm acconmodation on naciat aegkegation to mititant

oppozitton to any ayatem which degraded black peopte by Jmpo&Lng

upon them a AeatAieted 444&1."
Board of Directors, National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People,
1963.

"ThAough The CA,164,6 DuBois hetned zhape my .inner waxed to a

degree imp044o41177r Z'FiTgine. . .FoA me, and Son °them, he was the

guat Revetatok."
Dr, Horace Mann Bond, black educator,
son of a charter subscriber to The CfadiA
and father of civil rights and political
leader, Julian Bond.



"In a neat aenae he WM the akchitect a4 the Negmea' tong
&L ht ion 6inatttaaa citizenahip and when the victory -L6 won,, he
muat be accorded a tion'a ahane oi the ckedit."

Dr. Stephen J. Wright, black,
President, United Negro College Fund
Appeal and former president of Fisk
University.

"Theme i4 haAdty a tendency in New potitica today, but
it OWVA aomething to DuB0 i4."

Irving Howe, white critic.

The list of prominent men and women, who have paid tribute. to DuBois,
is long. It includes, to name only a few:

Paul Robeson
Charles H. Wesley, historian
William James, philosopher
Albert Bushnell Hart, historian
Van Wyck Brooks, literary historian and critic
John Gunther, historian and reporter
Lorraine Hansberry, playwright
William Branch, iplaywright
Kwame Nkruman, Africa statesman
Ruby Dee, actress
Ossie Davis, actor-director
Conor Cruise O'Brien, author, diplomat and scholar
Eugene O'Neill, playwright
Gunnar Myrdal, Swedish sociologist
William S. Braithwaite, educator
Howard K. Beale, historian
Edward Brooke, U.S. Senator from Massachusetts
A. Philip Randolph, labor leader
Howard' W. Odum, sociologist
C.L.R. James, historian
Edmund W. Gordon, educator
George K. Murphy, Jr., editor-author

Perhaps the most impressive tribute ever paid to the work, life, and
worldwide influence of Dr. DuBois was in the eulogy delivered on February 23,
1968, at Carnegie Hall' in New York City by Dr. Martin 'Luther King, Jr. The
occasion was the international cultural evening sponsored by Fneedomway4
Magazi.ne honoring DuBois on the 100th anniversary of his birth. Some
excerpts are quoted below:



HiAtoity cannot ignoft W.E.B. DuBois. Because hi toity has to
tegeet .truth, and Vt. DuBois was a Viceless exptonek and a
gi6ted discovekek oi sociat tkuths. HA Aingutat gteatme44
tay h.i4 quest son tauth about his own people. There we/ce

veky iew Achotau who concerned themsetves with honeAtAtudy
oi the back man, and he sought to we thiA immenAe void.

He was proud ha pe)pte, not because theik colon endowed
them with some vague greatness but because thein conekete
achievements in stAuggte had advanced humanity, and he balg
and Loved pkognessive humanity in alt 4tos hues, btaek, white,
yettow, red, and brown.

It wowed be well to 'remind white Ai enica oi .its debt to Ur.

DuBoiA. When they corrupted Negro hiAtoty they diAtokted
American Wtoty, because Negroes ate too big a pant oi the
building this nation to be mitten out oi itiwithoat
destuying scientige hiAtom. White Amekica, drenched with
ti,e6 about Negroes, ha4 Lived too tong hi a tog of ignorance.
Vk. VuBois gave them a gilit oL tAuth Lot which they Ahoutd
etetnatty be indebted to him.

Negroes have heavy tasks today. We were pantLatty tibetated
and then ke-enslaved. We have to Light again on Mttte-
gads, but out confidence A guatek, out viAion A eteatet,
and out uttimate victoty suuk because 06 the eontkibutiona
a mititant paA6ionate black giant Leg behind.

Vt. DuBois has teit u6, but he has not died. The spika
6keedom not bukied .in the pave o L the vatiant.

Some NoteA on the Litie and Inguence oti
W.E.8. VuBoJA

L
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W.E.B. DuBois, born in Massachusetts February 23, 1868, lived to
the great age of 95. Even for so long a life, the list of his accomplish-

ments is staggering.

He wrote twenty full-length books. He fciunded five magazines; one
of them, The CAA4i6, was possibly the most influential periodical ever
published in America, and 'he edited it for 24 years. He taught thousands

of students in four colleges. He wrote hundreds of articles and essays
for the fifty most important American magazines including HaApeu, The
American Me/ceum, Fouign A66ai/cs, New Repubtic, Coaivz, Woad6 kith tx.



He wrote countless editorials and many statements for organizations.
He lectured' ceaselessly at home and during 15 trips abroad. He wrote
novels, short stories, poems, and plays; one of his dramas, The Stan o4
Ethiopia, was highly successful and played to more than 100,000 persons.

He was a founder and moving force in the organization of six great
Pan-African Congresses, beginning in 1900. He won the Spingarn Medal
(an N.A.A.C.P. annual award in the name of the Spingarn family for
distinguished service to the race) in 1920 for his work in the 1919
Congress in Paris. He helped establish the vanguard of the movement
for the decolonization of Africa. For all thisw,in addition to his
writings about Africa's history, her struggles, and her hopes he has

become a figure of reverence for the people of Africa.

DuBois founded the influential Niagara Movement, one of the
first organized, consistent civil rights bodies in the United States.
Using the strength and experience of the Niagara Movement, he was a prime
mover in the creation of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, which the members of the Niagara Movement joined in a body.

The remarkable journal The C4i4i6 grew out of two earlier DuBois
publications, The Moon and Hokizon. The Chi64.6 in DuBois's hands became

a great leavening influence in American life. He opened its pages to
young black writers and artists and encouraged them in many ways helping

to create black literary and art associations and black drama groups,
offering literary prizes, helping to form a black college students' associa-
tion, and encouraging the highest forms of education for all black children
and youth. Horace Mann Bond among others says that DuBois deserves most of
the credit for creating the "Harlem Renaissance."

Despite all his great work, DuBois was denied recognition by the
American white establishment, especially Eby the large white American
Universities which often 'honored Dr. DuBois's great opponent, Booker T.

Washington. Harvard University, where he had earned his Ph.D. in 1896,
never chose to recognize his accomplishment by conferring an honorary
degree upon him (but it did on Booker T. Washington); but honors came to
him from' Charles University in Czechoslovakia, from the University of
Berlin, from' the University of Sophia in Bulgaria, and from Howard, Fisk,
Atlanta, and Wilberforce in the United States, At his death he was Doctor
of Philosophy, Doctbr of Laws, Doctor of Literature, Doctor of Economics,
Doctor of the Humanities, Doctor of Historical Science. He was a member
of a number of learned bodies including the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the National Institute of Arts and Letters, and
the American Historical Association.
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As the tributes quoted above would indicate, it is in truth impossible

to teach about twentieth-century America without devoting much attention to

the life and work of this great black educator and maker of history. This

is especially true in the departments of sociology, history, political

science, and Afro-American studies, but it is also true of °they% fields

including communications and literature Most of what DuBois wrote and

said is as timely for educators and students today as when it was written.

In fact, an examination of his work will show that many of the important

ideas and even phrases current today in the fields of racep class, and

social reform were first formulated by him: black is beautiful; Negroes have

an illustrious history, and heritage;= colonialsim is a major cause of war;

peace is necessary before the solution of world problems can be seriously

contemplated; black power; complete political, economic, and social equality..

all these are to be found, many of them for the first time, in the works of

DuBois. As Dr. Herbert Aphteker recehtly observed, we are now in the "Age

of DuBois."

DuBois had a grand design for the creation of a proud and militant

Negro intelligensia in America. he planned to reach the youth with publi-

cations and programs designed especially for them, and to educate ors. to

re-educate the adults. He wrote and worked unceasingly toward this end,

and to an immense extent, achieved it. To learn about his past influence

and how it will be likely to extend into the future, we must turn to his

writings.

We have, divided the guide to his writings into three: main sections.

Section I is an annotated bibliography of his most influential books and

studies. Section II deals with references to a selection of some of. the

main topics found in his works --together with specific references to book

chapters, articles, essays, editorials treating those topics. Section III

is a selected bibliography of further writings by DuBois; also important

biographical references and a chronology of his life and work is included.
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SECTION I

Majo. WoAk4

This section of the thle-part Syllabus is an annotated bibliography
with commentary of some of the main works of DuBois, with suggested Chapter
readings and topics for discussion. The books and studies selected for
this special attention include The Phitadetphia New, the SoutA of Stack
Fate, Dankwatett The Attanta Stadie4 (monographs), the magazine The C4444,
The Mowniels Book (a magazine for children), Stack Recon4tuction, selec-
tions from the creative works, Va4k of Dawn, John &town, works from DuBois's
later and radical years, and the Autobiowphy.

BLSouh.13,ea.c 1903

By the end of the nineteenth century black Americans had been beaten
back toward slavery and despair. The Goliath of racism was apparently
triumphant. Then in 1903 a small, dapper black youth stepped confidently
and brightly into the twentieth century to champion his people. Into his
sling this young black David fitted a small book, The Soas o6 Stack Fotk,
and let it fly full in the face of Goliath, invoking his magic prophecy:
"The problem of the twentieth century is that of the color line." From
this weapon Goliath received his mortal blow, although he has been a long
time dying.

The book The Sou& o4 Stack Fah contained only 192 pages and 14 brief
essays or stories. Each contained an irresistible idea whose time had come.
Since 1903 it has gone into something like thirty editions, and civil rights
leaders agree that this little volume announced DuBois as the voice of the
twentieth-century civil rights movement.

Of special interest are the chapters entitled "Of Booker T. Washington, "
"Of Our Spiritual Strivings," "Of the Dawn of Freedom," and "Of the Training
of Black Men," and the short story "Of the Coming of John." "Of the Passing
of the First-Born" is the moving account of the death of his three-year old
son before he was hurt by racism.

Dankwatea. Voiced porn within the Veit, 1920

275 pages, with ten main chapters. Chapter 1, "The Shadow of Years,"
is one of the author's best brief pieces of auto-biographical writing.
Chapter 2, "Souls of White Folk," is a devastating expose of white racism,
exploitation, and hypocrisy, and it contains the explosive prophecy of inter-
racial violence unless whites were to give justice to the colored peoples
of the world, The chapter entitled "The Damnation of Women," is a passionate
statement of the beauty and strength of black women and the despicable
attempts of white men to degrade them.
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Dathwatet also contains reprints of two famous creative works ki
DuBois, "A Litany at Atlanta," which is his poem about the 1906 massacre
of Negroes in Atlanta, and his "Credo," written in 1904 and first published
in The Independent magazine.

..........jATheKU.bygriaa!!.Nea2) 1899

This 'monumental early DuBois work marks the rise of scientific
interest in black folk. It is still considered an indespensible book by
sociologists. Until its appearance in 1899 dominant white opinion considered
the Negro congenitally inferior. DuBois revealed many Negro problems "as a
symptom, not a cause; as a striving palpitating group, and not an inert, sick
body of crime, as a long historical development and not a transient occur-
rence." The problem of low accomplishment was a problem of the poor and
dispossessed --racism, exploitation, poverty. The reader should look especially
for his findings and conclusions on crime, education, housing, living conditions,
sex, role of the white churchfr discrimination, white responsibility. See

Chapters IX, XIII, XVI and XVIII.

The Attanta. Studio)

The Attanta Studiea were made at Atlanta University between 1896 and
1912 by the Department of Sociology headed up by DuBois and yielded 16 pio-
neering sociological'monographs on Negro life in the South. These were
largely supervised, prepared, and written by Dr. DuBois.

Until recently these monographs were to be found only in a few large

libraries. However, in 1968 The New York Time4, under its Arno Press imprint,
reissued the whole, consisting of more than 2000 pages, in its series The
Ametican New: Hio Hiatom and Utetatute. The vast inventory of facts
in these studies stood DuBois in good stead throughout 'his career as educator
and writer, espe(lally as background for his articles and editorials in The
C4-1,444 (see below).

The whole series is worthy of study, 'but of particular value are the
monographs on The New AntLoan, The Negro and Ctime, The Negro Church, Negro
Common SchootA, New Potiticat Paget, and New Mannelth and Motati6.

The Bkownie'4 Book, 1920-21

This was a short-lived but very influential magazine for children,
published from January 1920 to December 1921. Of it DuBois later said,
"I made one effort toward which I look back with infinite satisfaction;

an attempt in The BItownie'4 Book to furnish a little magazine for Negro

children. .to make colored children realize that being colored is a normal,
beautiful thing, to make them familiar with the history and achievements of
the Negro race. . .to seek to teach universal love and brotherhood for all
little folk, black and brown and yellow and white." 'But he planned it



especially for his beloved "children of the sun." As usual DuBois strove
for excellence. He used stories, poems, games, biographies of Negro greats,
photographs of children, beautiful illustrations, American and world history
(lots on Africa), current events -.both national and international. DuBois
himself did two columns (The Judge and The MOW), Langston Hughes contributed.
So did Jesse Fausett, James Weldon Johnson and others. For a sample DuBois
piece in the Baawnie'4 Book see "Honey," August 1920, pp. 227-231. His

daughter Nina Yolanda DuBois also wrote for "Brownies,"

Also especially addressed to children were the annual October issues
of The ett.i4i6 (see below).

Stack Recon4tuctton in Amentaa 1935

This extraordinary job of research, writing, and interpretation is
still much the best history of the Reconstruction. Also it had probably
the most impact on white students and historians, for, as Martin Luther King
said, "he gave the whites truth where truth had been denied them." To
enumerate all the important points by which DuBois revised the too-popular
"lost cause" historical approach to the Civil War's aftermath is impossible
here, but he demonstrated among other things that:

1. The Negroes helped win the war, and thereby won their own freedom:
it was not handed to'them.

2. Reconstruction was not a "tragic era," but the most hopeful effort
ever made to carry out the promises of the Declaration of Independence.
Reconstruction was a collective effort of the best people, northern and
southern, rich and poor, black and white, to solve national problems
and to make democracy work. These efforts were crushed by fraud, false-
hood, intimidation, and force, especially the military power of the Ku
Klux Klan, amidst the apathy or with the actual connivance of the entire
white American power structure. If Reconstruction failed in face of
the powerful reactionary forces opposing it, it represented a splendid
failure.

Stack Reconatuction is a seminal book that has received many tributes
from 'historians as well as civil rights leaders. it deserves reading in its
entirety; especially recommended are the chapters entitled' "The Propaganda
of History," "The Counter-Revolution of Property," and "Back toward Slavery."

Utica k, oA Dawn, 1940

This is another of DuBois's influential books. The subtitle, "An
Essay toward an A'itobiography of a Race Concept," gives us the theme. There
is much personal autobiography in the volume, 'but it is more the story of
any black person "within the veil." The personal material is in two chapters
mainly: "A New England Boy and Reconstruction" and "The Concept of Race."



"The Colored World Within" is a fine exposition of what it was like to be

any black person in the United States up to 1940. An.invaluable chapter,

mistitled "Propaganda and Wor'd War," is an engrossing history of the

modern, militant civil rights,' movement, its causes, and the role Dr. DuBois

and many of his colleagues rived in it. Chapters V and IX deal movingly

with how and when DuBois "fivst set foot on African soil."

The C44444, 1910-34 (years DuBois was editor)

Dr. DuBois founded The Ctiaia in 1910 and edited it through 1934*

For almost a quarter of a century The Ciaa 46 was the clarion to black

America. Awake! Take pride! We have a bright history! We are beautiful!

Black powers To the colored races belong the future! DuBois's essays,

criticism, editorials, columns, stories, and poems gave the magazine such

impact that it became one of the most important and influential publications

the country has known and DuBois wad The Cti44,

DuBois's tireless pen touched effectively almost every topic of

interest to struggling humanity -- of all nations and hues. He wrote often

on: education, civil rights, Africa, crime, lynching, colonialism, chain

gangs, intermarriage, social reform other than race, social equality, social

problems, the class struggle, propaganda and education, science, history,

Russia, politics, Negro migration to cities, organized labor, heroes and

villians, the foreignborn, women's suffrage, Negro leadership, Negro self-

segregation, the League of Nations, war, peace, the Negro church, self-

defense, Negro self-betterment, the white church (usually its hypocrisy),

Negro co-ops, children, nature, poor whites, white liberals, Southern

civilization, white philanthropy. In 1934 the national board of the N.A.A,C.P,

paid the editor a remarkable tribute. Referring to DuBois's woi4k in The

C424.14, it said, "He created, what never existed before, a Negro intelli-

gensia."

Many of the articles and editorials were highly controversial. These

include his famous "Close Ranks" editorial of 1918, supporting Negro partici-

pation in World War I; his obituary on Booker T. Washington of 1915, in which

Joe both praised and condemned Washington; his great "subversive" editorial

of May 1919 announcing the post-war resump ion of militant Negro demands

for full equality; his long "Scottsboro Bo s" editorial of September 1931

in which he criticized the manner in which the Communists made their defense

of the Negro boys accused of rape at Scottsboro, Alabama; his editorials on

social equality and intermarriage, on "the lynching industry;" his assertion

of the right of self-defese; and his praise of Russia for its handling of

minority problems,

Many pieces from TI.e. CA 44.6 were reprinted in his An ABC oi Coto',

published in East Germany in 1963. See Sections II and III of the Syllabus

for other topics discussed in The Cni4i4, together with specific references

under topic headings and in the Bibliography.
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DuBois's monumental work in the social sciences history, sociology,
and education ...have overshadowed his substantial contributions in the
literary field. Yet he was a highly creative man and, as Eugene O'Neil
and others have testified, could have made his mark in this field alone
had he chosen it for his major vocation. Even so, he wrote five novels,
The Quvit oi the Sitvet Mem, Daith PAince44 and the Black Flame trilogy:
The °Meat. oi Man4aAto Man4aat Buit46 a Schaaf', and Woad4 oi Coton.
He produced many fine short stories, including "Jesus Christ in Georgia,"
which appeared in The CA24,i4, December 1911; and another was "Of the Coming
of John' in Suut6 oi &Zack Folk.

His interest in drama began during high school days in Great Barrington,
and he was active in creative theatre while at Harvard. Later he became
convinced that the outdoor drama-music spectacle form was especially suited
to tell the story of the black people (Paul Green, Kermit Hunter and others
are now using this form successfully). DuBois created one such drama called
The Stan o6 Ethiopia, mentioned above, which told the story of the long
history of blacks in Africa and America. Using some 1000 performers, this
drama played to more than a hundred thousand spectators in New York City,
Washington D.C. (in the American League Baseball Park), Philadelphia, and
finally the Hollywood Bowl. The scenario was first published in November
1913 issue of The Cta4a4 and later reprinted in An ABC oi Coats

But perhaps the creative DuBois is best known for his poems. His
"A Litany at Atlanta" (first printed in The Independent, October 11, 1906,
and reprinted in Deakwatek, 1920) is the one most quoted. Other powerful
poems among the many he wrote for The Cki644 were "The Song of the Smoke"
which is a paean to black beauty, ^3The Burden of Black Women," "A Christmas
Poem" on the lynching of God, "Ghana Calls," "War," "The White Man's Burden,"
and "Almighty Death."

DuBois was also a fine critic: he wrote many essays on art, music,
drama, and literature. A notable example was "The Negro in Literature and
Art," Annata Potiticat. and Soc,Lat Science September 1913, "Criteria of
Negro Art," C444.1.4, October 1926. See also his book reviews in The C/a44:4
entitled the "Browsing Reader," including Fall books, The CJu4A4, November
1924.

John Mown, 1909

DuBois once wrote about those professing to be white friends of the
black people: "I do not believe any people ever had so many 'friends' as
the American Negro today. He has nothing but 'friends,' and may the good
God deliver him from most of them, for they are like to lynch his soul?
But one of the true white friends admired by DuBois was John Brown, and in
1909 DuBois wrote "a record and a tribute to the man who of all [white]
Americans has perhaps come nearest to touching the real souls of black folk."
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DuBois always considered this book as one of his best creations. Possibly

the two most important chapters are "The Riddle of the Sphinx" and "The

Legacy of John Brown." One of the main themes in the book --and DuBois

comes back to this time and again throughout his life --is "The cost of

liberty is less than the price of repression," or, as he also put it,

"Oppression costs the oppressor too much if the oppressed stand up and

protest."

Vago'46 Laden and Radical. Yeau

W.E.B. DuBois spent more than fifty years of his long, productive

life working with valor to cope with the problems of poverty, education,

racial and class exploitation, colonialism, and war. But his work met with

steadfast resistance from the American white power structure. By the late

1940's DuBois was becoming progressively disillusioned about the future

of the entire democratic system. He came to believe that the United states

was no longer the beacon to mankind but the buttress of international

reaction and injustice. He no longer believed entirely in his famous

prophecy, made in The Souk oi 8tack Pak in 1903, "The problem of the

twentieth century is the problem of the color line."

He now added the "Class line" to the original prophecy. He now

became a prophet who lashed the establishment with scorpions; he dared

write, talk, and march for peace; he sought international labor solidarity,

regardless of race, creed, or country (not excluding Russia, China, and

other socialist nations). He dreamt of a new system to supplant democracy,

under which poverty, racism, unemployment, ignorance, war would be abolished;

and he decided that the new system must be some form of socialism. Finally

he left America to go to far-off Ghana, which he had helped found, where he

said he could be a man and "not a nigger," and where he could work on his

long-planned Aeacan Eneyetopedta originally proposed in 1909 which

Ghana helped finance. Then, in 1961, 'he joined the Communist Party, at

the age of 93!

His writings in this later period of his life include statements for

organizations, essays in various left-wing publications, a full-length auto-

biography (1968), and three books: Caton and Demoutacy: Cotonie4 and Peace

(1945), The Waxed and Ai' ica (1947), and In Battte 04 Peace (1952) .

The AutabLeab5 1968

For a man who recognized his own relative importance, DuBois wrote

surprisingly little about his personal life or about the DuBois and Burghardt

families. What he called autobiography devoted' much less space to DuBois

the man than to history, social theory, colleagues, and organizations.

Chapter I of Datthwatek has a beautiful brief story of the family, and two

chapters of Rote cg Dawn deal with the UuBois and Burghardt families and

the important New England small town environment which made "black Yankees"

1
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of Negro Citizens, One of these chapters is entitled "A New England Boy
and Reconstruction" and the other is Chapter V, "The Concept of Race."

Also, in a beautiful little essay in The C44,44.4, April 1928, DuBois wrote
the story of "The House of the Black Burghardts" in Great Barrington, Mass.,
where he lived as a boy and where his mother's people had lived for almost
two centuries.

In 1968, on DuBois's 100th birthday, International Publishers brought
out posthumously the full-length autobiography, which he had begun to write

when he was 90! It was completed shortly before his death. It was as though

he had been rushing to complete his own monument, and a splendid monument
it is.

The book deals with DuBois and his work from his birth through World
War II. Here we get the story of his family, his boyhood in New England,
his young dreams, his schooling; education at Fisk and at Harvard; first
trip to Europe and studies at the University of Berlin; teaching at Wilber-
force, the University of Pennsylvania, and Atlanta. He includes the found-

ing of the Niagara Movement, the work of founding the N.A.A.C.P., and
founding The Cla4i6 and editing it, together with his own analysis of
"my character."

It also deals with his later and more radical years: writing; work
for peace, for internationalism, against colonialism, for African inde-
pendence; his indictment and acquittal fon circulating the Stockholm Peace
Petition, and refusing to register as a foreign agent.

The final section, "My Tenth Decade," includes travel (15 trips abroad),

friendship with. Russia and China; his philosophical embracing of Marxist-
Leninism; taking up citizenship in Ghana; and working on the great AOLican

Encyclopedia project.



SECTION II

Majon Tapia

Aptica

Early in his life* Dr. DuBois, considered by many to be the "father

of Pan-Africanism," began his life-long study of African history, culture,

economics and relations with the Western white colonial powers. He quickly

learned that he was up against a propaganda conspiracy, centuries old, to

(1) convince the white people of the world that blacks are inferior and (2)

to Lreate a feeling of inferiority among the colored peoples themselves.

Soon, he conceived that he had a sacred obligation to show to the black

people of Africa and the world that they should have great pride in Africa's

past, present and future; that they should strive with might and persistence,

tc gain dignity; to obtain education; to gain independence from the white

exploiters; to establish unity among the colored races; to form great African

alliances; to strive for peace among themselves and the other peoples of the

world; and to end colonialism. Possibly he did more than any other individual

in the twentieth century to accomplish this program. By his work in the field

of African affairs alone W.E.B. DuBois earned a high place in any conceivable

world humanitarian hall of fame. One might date his fight for African freedom

and development from the 1900 Congress on Africa to his death ia 1963. Then,

at the age of 95 he was in the midst of his work to create his great Aetican

Encyclopedia which he had planned so hopefully and carefully in 1909.

Below we cite selected references to his writings in this great cause;

the citations are by no means complete: COLOR AND DEMOCRACY 1945; THE WORLD

AND AFRICA 1947; THE SUPPRESSION OF THE SLAVE TRADE IN THE 'UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA 1896; his AUTOBIOGRAPHY 1968 (Posthumous); essay on "African Culture"

in Bucklin Moon PRIMER FOR WHITE FOLKS 1945; "Black Africa Tomorrow" FOREIGN

AFFAIRS July 1943; "The American Negro at Paris" AMERICAN REVIEW OF REVIEWS

November 1900; "The Color Line Belts the World" COLLIERS October 20, 1906;

"The African Roots of War" ATLANTIC MONTHLY May 1915; "What is Civilization:

Africa's Answer" FORUM February 1925; "Back to Africa" CENTURY February 1923;

"Liberia and Rubber" NEW REPUBLIC November 18, 1925; "World's of Color"

FOREIGN AFFAIRS READER edited by Hamilton Fish Armstrong; see two long pamphlets

by Haldeman-Julius ("Blue Books") "Africa: Its Geography, People and Products"

1930 and "Africa: Its 'Place in History'. 1930; "The Races Congress" THE CRISIS

September 1911; THE CRISIS April 1919; "The Pan-African Movement.' COLONIAL

AND COLORED UNITY edited by George Padmore 1945; "A Program' for Emancipation

of Colored Peoples" TRUST AND NON SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES edited by Merze

Tate 1948; "The Future of Africa" and essay made into a pamphlet by the

N.A.A.C.P. 1919; "Inter-Racial Implications of the Ethiopian Crisis.' FOREIGN

AFFAIRS October 1935; "Colonies and Moral Responsibility" JOURNAL OF NEGRO:

EuUCATION Summer 1946; "American Negroes and Africa" NATIONAL GUARDIAN February

14, 1955; "Pan-Africa: A Mission in My Life" UNITED ASIA April:1955; "France's

Black Citizens in West Africa" CURRENT HISTORY July 1925.

-1-
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Autobioguphy

See books: SOULS OF BLACK FOLK Chapter "Of the Meaning of Progress"
and "Of the Passing of the First Born"; DARKWATER Chapter I; CREDO; DUSK
OF DAWN Chapter II "A New England Boy" and Chapter "The Concept of Race";
essay "The House of the Black Burghardts" (his maternal ancestors); THE
CRISIS September 1928; the AUTOBIOGRAPHY 1968 (Posthumous), especially
Chapter V "My Character" and Chapter "My Tenth Decade", and Chapter VI
"My Birth and Family".

Stack Cuative Contlabutiona

DuBois performed herculean labor in encouraging Negro artists, writers, and
musicians and he gave much of his energy to creative pursuits of his own.
Many young Negroes had their works first used in publications DuBois edited.
He founded a black theatre group; he encouraged and helped create the
"Harlem Renaissance." He found money for literary prizes. The LaFarge
family gave an annual prize in DuBois's name. Ke wrote several novels, many
short stories and skits and poems and he did one very successful drama. See

Bibliography below. For his drama "The Star of Ethiopia" see THE CRISIS
November 1913; December 1915; August 1916; Drama THE CRISIS June 1917. Literary
prize THE CRISIS February 1934. "The Negro in Literature and Art ANNALS OF THE
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE September 1913. Short story
"Of the Coming of John" in SOULS OF BLACK FOLK. "Jesus Christ in Georgia",
story THE CRISIS December 1911. ("Criteria of Negro Art" THE CRISIS Vol. 32
pp. 290-7, also October 1926.)

Stack Hi4toity

"The Freedman's Bureau" ATLANTIC MONTHLY March 1901. See books
SUPPRESSION OF THE SLAVE TRADE &c. 1896; BLACK RECONSTRUCTION 1935; "Recon-
struction: Seventy-Five Years After" PHYLON 1943; "The Negro Since 1900"
NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE November 2, 1948; essay "Toward a History of the
Great War" [World War I] THE CRISIS March, May & June 1919. See especially
Chapter "The Propaganda of History" BLACK RECONSTRUCTION.

Stack Power

Many years ago W.E.B. DuBois started speculating about Black Power and
how best to wield it. He considered all phases of the subject including
notably economic black power and political black power. He considered such
phases as black bloc voting, Negro business cooperatives, the use of the
consumer's boycott, demonstrations and even armed self-defense. See "The

Training of Negroes for Social Power" OUTLOOK October 17, 1903; "The Value
of Agitation" VOICE OF THE NEGRO March 1907; ATLANTA UNIVERSITY study on
"Economic Cooperation Among Negroes"; voluntary segregation "A Negro Nation
Within the Nation" CURRENT HISTORY June 1935; "My Evolving Program for Negro
Freedom" in Rayford Logan's WHAT THE NEGRO WANTS 1944.
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Cea64 Stugge: Maxxi4m, Sociati4m, Commwvi4m 6 Ruaaia

In his first two books THE SUPPRESSION OF THE SLAVE TRADE and THE
PHILADELPHIA NEGRO DuBois was groping his way toward one of the more important
of Marxian ideas, the materialistic interpretation of history (economics as
the primary determinant in society). See his "The Outer, Whiter World of
Harvard" essay in THE HARVARD BOOK edited by William Bentinck-Smith 1953;
he was exposed' to socialist ideas while a student at the University of Berlin
and while traveling in Europe in this period; in 1911 he joined the Socialist
Party. He died a nominal member of the Communist Party. So as Martin Luther
King, Jr said, "DuBois was a radical all of his life" and we ought to cease
muting the fact. He explains his philosophy on the class struggle in his
AUTOBIOGRAPHY and elsewhere. BLACK RECONSTRUCTION 1935 was an attempted
economic determinist analysis of an important period in. American life. See
articles and essays "The Negro and Socialism" in Helen L. Alfred's TOWARD A
SOCIALIST AMERICA 1958; "The Economic Future of the Negro" American Economic
Association publication February 1906; "Negroes and the Crisis of Capitalism"
MONTHLY REVIEW April 1950; "The Economic Aspects of Race Prejudice" EDITORIAL
REVIEW May 1910; "The Hosts of Black Labor" NATION May 9, 1923; "Marxism and
the Negro Problem" THE CRISIS May 1933; "Karl Marx and the Negro'"' THE CRISIS
March 1933; "Socialism and the Negro" THE CRISIS October 1921; "Judging
Russia" THE CRISIS February 1927; his famous "Scottsboro Boys" editorial
(with comments on communism and the Negro) THE CRISIS September 1931; "The
Negro and Socialism" HORIZON February 1907; "The Most Hopeful Nation in the
World" SOVIET RUSSIA TODAY November 1947; See AUTOBIOGRAPHY especially
chapters on Africa, Russia and China. See his book COLOR AND DEMOCRACY 1945;
also THE WORLD AND AFRICA 1947. "The Depression" THE CRISIS December 1931.

DuBoie4 Hetoe4 6 attaina

Black Heue4, His black heroes were many. One of the most admired
was Frederick Douglassanl DuBois proved his respect for Douglass by helping
to save his home Cedar Hill in Washington, D.C., for posterity. See THE CRISI.
August 1917; December 1915; February 1918. His love for Bishop Crummell is
shown in the chapter in THE SOULS OF BLACK FOLK, Col. Charles Younvis praise(
in many writings e.g. THE CRISIS October 1917 and February 1218. Admiration
for John Hope is expressed in THE CRISIS September 1948.

White Heue4, These included Eugene V. Debs, William Dean iHowells,
Thaddeas Stevens, Wendell Phillips, Charles Summer and many others. In DUSK
OF DAWN and his AUTOBIOGRAPHY iDuBois paid tribute to Frank Hosmer, principal
of the Great Barrington School (and others in his home town), who helped give
him his life's direction. Of course his book JOHN BROWN tells much about this
white hero. See THE CRISIS September 1916 for eulogy of Josiah Royce, one of
his teachers at Harvard and also THE CRISIS February 1917 for a tribute to his
friend Joel Spingarn, one of the pillars of the early N.A.A.C.P.
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Vittaim. As a prophet DuBois devoted more time to the enemies of
Black folk than to heroes. He never gave the Southern demagogues in
Congress rest--among these were Tillman, Bilbo, Vardaman, Byrnes.
See editorial on Byrnes THE CRISIS January 1915. He also assailed
Hitler, Mussolini, President Andrew Johnson, The Reverend Thomas Dixon,
and others at home and abroad.

Mioation. In defiance of laws against it, he urged mass Negro
migration to the North for better jobs and educational opportunities.

Education

DuBois insisted that all Negroes obtain as much education as pos-
sible of whatever kind, vocational or academic, with emphasis on the
latter. Worked for better universities, separate schools for and con-
trolled by Negroes. Encouraged Negro children to seek education. Essay
"The Talented Tenth" in Booker T. WAshington's THE NEGRO PROBLEM 1903;
ATLANTA MONTHLY article "A Negro Schoolmaster in the South" January 1899;
"Results of Tuskeegee Conferences" HARPERS WEEKLY June 22, 1901; "Of the
Training of Black Men" ATLANTIC MONTHLY September 1902; "The Burden of
Negro Schooling" INDEPENDENT July 18, 1901; "Education and Work" HOWARD
UNIVERSITY BULLETIN January 1931; "The Hampton Strike" NATION November 2,
1927; THE CRISIS first issue November 1910 on education; "Does the Negro
Need Separate Schools" JOURNAL OF NEGRO EDUCATION July 1935; The Negro
College" CRISIS August 1933; Atlanta St4dies "The College-Bred Negro"
and "The Negro Common School" 1 014912; "Results of Ten Tuskeegee Con-
ferences" HARPERS WEEKLY January 22, 1901; THE CRISIS editorial "Basic
Fallacy" on education July 1915; "Obituary for Booker T. Washington"
THE CRISIS December 1915; "On Federal Aid to Education" THE CRISIS March
1911.

The Newt° and PoWia

Major demands for 'unrestricted Negro suffrage. DuBois urged block
voting and ticket splitting. He introduced Black voting and Black power.
At various times he supported Socialists, Republicans, Democrats, Pro-
gressives, Labor, and Communist candidates. Through block voting he felt
Negroes would eventually hold the balance of electoral power. "The Suf-
frage Right in Georgia" INDEPENDENT November 30, 1899; "My Fifty Years as

a Political Independent" MASSES AND MAINSTREAM August 1948; "Republicans
and the Black Voters" NATION June 5, 1920; "The South and the Third Party"
THE NEW REPUBLIC January 3, 1923; "Open Letter to Woodrow Wilson" THE
CRISIS March 1913; "On the White Primary" THE

1



CRISIS March 1911; "The Black Mother" THE CRISIS December 1912; Slogans
used in great "silent parade" against lynching THE CRISIS September 1917;
"Possibilities of the Negro" BOOKLOVERS MAGAZINE July 1903; "The Develop-
ment of a People" INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ETHICS April 1904; "Battle of

New Orleans" THE CRISIS March 1915 (also other writings on Negro soldiers,

especially chapter on the topic in BLACK RECONSTRUCTION, and THE CRISIS

July 1918 to September 1919.)

The Newt° and Set4-Detienthe

Although DuBois was an effective life-long advocate of peace, he did

not believe in non-resistance. Many times the asserted the right of the

victimized to use self-defense. Perhaps his most controversial advocacy

of this was in his chapter "Souls of White Folk" in DARKWATER. He also

approved the use of force in Civil War as a defense against slavery. See

BLACK RECONSTRUCTION and two chapters in his book JOHN BROWN "The Riddle

of the Sphinx" and "The Legacy of John Brown." See sample editorials in

THE CRISIS "The Fruit of the Tree" September 1913; and "Refinement and Love"

December 1916.

Mititancy and 4etli-delien4e. Urged Negroes to become self-assertive,
but recognized the need for some prudence where they were overpowered. Negroes

had a right of self-defense when protection was denied' by government agencies.

(Soldier revolts, student strikes, mass demonstrations.)

New Chad/Len

Near the end of his life in West African Ghana DuBois expressed sadness

at the thought that Negro children might "no longer hear my name." Once surely

they heard it. For years he devoted the October annual issues of THE CRISIS

to children. Also he founded and published the BROWNIE'S BOOK for children

in the years 1920-21. Also he wrote many special editorials, poems, and essays

for children. See CRISIS children's issues including October 1912; October

1918 ("Slaughter of Innocents"); October 1916; September and October 1919

on the "True Brownies" and see especially the BROWNIE'S 'BOOK 1920-21. ('"'immortal!
Children" THE CRISIS October 1916.)

Negue4 in Retation to White Ametica

Pooac Wite6. "Race Friction" AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY May 1908;

"The Southerners Problem" DIAL May 1, 1905;"Rehtion of Negroes to the Whites

in the South" Annals AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND' SOCIAL SCIENCE July 1901;

Chapter on the white proletariat in BLACK RECONSTRUCTION. Though a wirilitant

advocate of race pride and voluntary separation or cultural pluralism, DuBois

be in all races and preached the alliance of all men of good will.

The White EatabtiAhment. "A Litany at Atlanta" DARKWATER. "Civilization

in the South" THE CRISIS March, 1917; On the third party possibilities in the



South NEW REPUBLIC January 3, 1923; "Southern Civilization" THE CRISIS

September, 1916; "The Color Line Belts the World" COLLIERS October 20,

1906; "The Culttire of White Folk" JOURNAL OF RACE DEVELOPMENT April 1917;

"Souls of White Folk" chapter in DARKWATER. Chapter "Back Toward Slavery"
in BLACK RECONSTRUCTION; "Southerners" THE CRISIS November 1913 and Septem-

ber 1916; "The Census" THE CRISIS November 1911.

The. Mite Chanch. "Will the Church Renounce the Color Line" CHRISTIAN
CENTURY December 9, 1931; "The Negro and the YMCA" HORIZON March 1910;
"Religion and the American Negro NEW WORLD 1900; "Episcopal Church" THE

CRISIS December 1913; "The White Christ" THE CRISIS March 1915; "The Terrible

Good" THE CRISIS November 1916; editorial THE CRISIS October 1913; see mono-

graph on the Negro church in ATLANTA STUDIES; DuBois' AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Early

findings see conclusions in PHILADELPHIA NEGRO. Also January 1918 THE CRISIS.

(SOULS OF BLACK FOLK Chapter X "Faith of the Fathers").

Raigton. Not a believer in organized religion, but work shows was

deeply spiritual. Recognized importance of Negro church in uplifting the

Negro race, since the church served as an organizing force.

New Seti-Segugation (Race Pride, Ptukai6m)

DuBois was one of the first and perhaps the ablest advocate of Negro

voluntary self-segregation as a weapon to abolish compuhory segregation.

He finally broke with the NAACP in June 1934 over this issue. See "Nation

Within a Nation" CURRENT HISTORY June 1935. "Does the Negro Need Separate

Schools" JOURNAL OF NEGRO EDUCATION July 1935; The great document he wrote

for the NAACP in 1947 in the form of an appeal to the United Nations and the

world to protect the Negro American minority in which he referred to the Negro

people as a considerable nation of people within the United States (the NAACP

now approved his posidon); "The Jim Crow Argument" THE CRISIS March 1913;
editorial "Awake" THE CRISIS April 1917; "The Dilemma of the Negro" AMERICAN

MERCURY October 1924; "The Hampton STrike" THE NATION November 2, 1927; "Where

Do We Go From Here" JOURNAL OF NEGRO EDUCATION January 1939. See particularly

the great controversy running in THE CRISIS between DuBois as editor and the

majority of the board of the NAACP over this issue. See January, February,

March, April, May, June, and August 1934. The March 1934 issue contained a

symposium on Negro voluntary segregation. Marcus Garvey's editorial THE

CRISIS December 1920.

Oigokat and Semi-06 6iciat Viotenee Agaki4 NeweA

Law and kola. Most crime rises out of poverty, discrimination, and

degredation. Did not deny there was much crime among Negroes. But Negroes

were condemned unjustly as a race. Attacked police forces of the south and

prisons and chain gangs, which he declared were used as criminally inhuman

means of social control.and to obtain cheap labor. Lynching was also a terror

club;official and semi-official violence exposed the contempt the power struc-

ture really had for law and order. DuBois wrote and spoke much on the evil



,1 lynching. Had an annual department in THE CRISIS called "This Lynching
industrY." See sample editorials THE CRISIS May, 1912; June 1912; August
911; February. 1916; July 1917; August 1912; January 1915; March 1915;
July 1916; December 1916; November 1916; September 1917 (The Big "Silent
Parade" in New York City) February 1919 (gives record for the industry in
1918). (May 1919 "Shubuta Lynchings" THE CRISIS). Chain Gangs and Peonage.
"Black Bastille" THE CRISIS February 1917; August 1912; April 1916; September
1913; July 1917. Story in DARKWATER "Jesus Christ in Texas" January 1915,
September 1913. Ku Klux Klan and relation semi-official groups. "Georgia
The Invisible Empire State" in Earnest Gruening THESE UNITED STATES 1923.
Essays and editorials on "Birth of a Nation" THE CRISIS October 1915; September
1915; June 1915; May 1915; April 1919; March 1919.

Peace and Wait

Though DuBois was a life-long pacifist and foe of war, he was not a

thorough non-resister. He approved of John Brown's course.. Through-
out his career he wrote against war on the ground that it was caused by exploit-
ation, colonialism, and greed; he hoped that a more intelligent order in society
could be the moral equivalent of war, He supported World Wars I and II as
lesser evils than the alternatives of fascist domination. He thought the Civil
War moral and necessary. He was critical of the Spanish-American War and
damned America's role in Vietnam up to hts death. One of his early essays for
peace appeared in THE CRISIS May 1913. See also editorials in THE CRISIS for

1918-19, especially the July, 1918 issue and May and September 1919 issues;
"The Prospects of a World Without Race Conflict" AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY
March 1944; Essay "I Take My Stand for Peace" MASSES AND MAINSTREAM April 1951;
pamphlet "I Speak for Peace" published by American Labor Party; see book COLOR
AND DEMOCRACY. For his work against preparations for atomic war and in circu-
lating the "Stockholm" Peace Petition and his indictment for this work see
extended treatment in his AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

Pitogum and Btue-ftint6 4cot So. ation4 of RacA4m

"Conservation of Races" pamphlet 1897; Appeal to United States for NAACP
1947; Niagara Movement statements (Aphteker: DOCUMENTARY HISTORY ); "Social
Planning for the Negro" JOURNAL OF NEGRO EDUCATION January 1936; "Can the
Negro Expect Freedom by 1965" NEGRO DIGEST April 1947; "The Negro People and
the United States" FREEDOMWAYS Spring 1961; "My Evolving Program for Negro
Freedom" Chapter in Rayford Logan WHAT THE NEGRO WANTS 1944; "The Immediate
Program" April 1915 THE CRISIS. See also THE CRISIS June 1913 and February
1914 (May 1919!) "Awake" THE CRISIS September 1917.
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Race Nide

In his personal writings and in the selection of writings by others
for THE CRISIS, THE BROWNIE'S BOOK, and elsewhere DuBois was always trying
to build race price. He is given credit for the phrase "Black is beautiful."
He advocated institutional autonomy for Negroes. Africa has history. Black
women have earned the respect of all races because of their beauty, their

courage, their persecution. See his praise of black women in essay "The
Damnation of Women" in DARKWATER. See his autobiographical writing in DUCK
OF DAWN, SOULS OF BLACK FOLK, his AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Essay "On Being Black"
NEW REPUBLIC February 184 1920; Use of the designation "Negro" THE CRISIS
March 1928.

Sociat Equatity

Early comment on this see statements of the Niagara Movement; also his
CREDO INDEPENDENT 1904; early statement on right of .;ntermarriage in PHILA-
DELPHIA NEGRO 1896; "Intermarriage" THE CRISIS February 1913; June, 1913;
THE CRISIS editorial on "IntermarriageWMorals and Manners Among Negro Amer-
icans" ATLANTA STUDIES 1915; "Civil Rights" THE CRISIS August 1913; "Divine
Right" (interracial sex) June 1912; "Philippine Mulattoes" Monograph "Some
Notes on Negro Crime" ATLANTA STUDIES 1904; (THE CRISIS November 1911.)
"Divine Rights" THE CRISIS March 1912.

Intel:malty:ageSex. Some of most devastating writing was on the common
claim of whites that male Negroes were a threat to white women. Pointed to
large number of mulattoes who existed as a result of forced concubinage as
proof there was no natural antipathy between the races. One of the first to

argue that the business of intermarriage was a subject of agreement and con-

cern only to the parties involved. See THE PHILADELPHIA NEGRO 1899.

Sociat Reiou

In addition to the race question there was scarcely a reform movement
in America or abroad on which DuBois did not take a stand. For example, he
wrote editorials and essays to support women's rights, land reform, suffrage
reform, persecution of minorities, poor whites, Sacco and Vanzetti.

State o the Nation: A Raw:ea:Society

Mination. Since conditions were so repressive in the South a great
trek of Blacks to the Northern cities began just before World War I. DuBois

encouraged it. Tuskee9ee Machine repeated ELT. Washington's phrase of

casting down your bucKet where you are. See DuBois on topic. "The Tuskeegee

Resolutions" THE CRISIS March 1917. Also January 1917; June 1917; January

1920; January 1912.



WV-tam. Discrimination. Charles Young October 1917; Camp Logan,
Texas, riots October 1917 and January 1918; Officers April 1917( "Perpetual
Dilemma" ) July 1920 THE CRISIS. General discrimination. (Mr. Dole
editorial-essay May 1914 THE CRISIS); "Awake" September 1917 THE CRISIS;
January 1915 THE CRISIS; American Legion September 1919 THE CRISIS; "The
Shifty American Bar" October 1912; The Appeal to Europe January 11, 1911
THE CRISIS; A.F. of L. THE CRISIS March 1916; August 1924; July 1912; Sept-
ember 1919. Church (see topic Whites and Negroes) "Discrimination at Atlanta
Library" December 1916; Department of Justice, May and June 1917 THE CRISIS.
Official and semi-official violence see topic above ("The Hurt Hound" April
1913 THE CRISIS). The Cr isis May 1919 and September 1919.

Wok. AttituAA Fox 8tack4

Although DuBois, unlike Booker T. Washington, felt that education in
the liberal arts held higher priority for Negroes than industrial education,
he never tired of extolling the value and d:gnitt of work--all work. For
DuBois, work was sacred, but it was not an end in itself: it was to sustain
life for one's self and for others; it was to give health; it was to give one
joy of creation. See his AUTOBIOGRAPHY for various statements on work. See
also the two ATLANTA STUDIES monographs "The Negro Artisan" and "The Negro
American Artisan" 1902-12. See also "Of the Training of Black Men" in SOULS
OF BLACK FOLK. "Education and Work" in Howard University Bulletin January
1931. THE CRISIS editorial "Work for Black Folk" February 1914. Also "The
Servant in the House" THE CRISIS April 1912.



SECTION III

APHORISMS by W.E.B. DuBois

Vol& wotth white which one wants to do a4 compaud with highly paid
dnudgeny exactty the dibienence between heaven and hat."

* * * *

"Sociat dii6enencea one iact4. . .but they hancity need be Looked upon a4

excu4e4 04 down4ight meanne44 and incivitity."

* * * *

"I 4tepped into the 84th yeah with handcui64 on my wAidt4."

* * * *

"It 44 a cutiou4 thing that I am caned upon to deliend my4eti againat
chaAge4 04 openty advocating the one thing aft people want. . .peace."

* * * *

"The 4ociat community that mobbed Gami4on, ea4ity hanged Sacco and Vanzetti."

* * * *

"Within the 4tabte oule4 o6 thing4, thene appeam tittte need to temind the
Newt() o6 hi4 place. He 16 atteady in it."

* * * *

"The pubtem Oil the Twentieth Cent um i6 the pubtem oi. the colon tine."

* * * *

"Finatty the gene/tat watch wo4d mu4t be, not to put iunthen dependence
on the help the white but .to organize Lan 4et4-help."

* * * *

"How Lax can a Negno cottege, dominated by white tAuAtees and a white
pne6ident and 4upponted by white wealth, caxxy on in deiiance a L the w1.4he4
and beat in-ft/vat oi it4 catoned con4tituency?"

* * * *

"Let u4 not iotget that the arch enemy oi the New /Lace -a the iat4e
pnitanthnopiat who hick u4 in the mouth when we city out in honeat and
juatiiiabte ptote4t."

* * * *

"115 we are detetmined t4 /Leach the higheat 4tandand4 o4 the woad, and
buoaden and L.L tho4e 4tandaido by devetopment o L the beat pant o6 out
own Amenican Negno ca tune, wrenched exam ou4 4outo by blood and staveny,
by pa verity and inautt, we may, Led by Atiniect, .nave the woad."
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"Finatty, .it is a weft miatake f4 have a govekning board oven an

inAtitution ion coto4ed peopte on which the New 'Lace ia not AepAeaented."

* * * *

"The attack upon theae hidden and paAtiatey conceated cau4 e6 o6 race hate,

must be ted by Negtoe4 ..in the Jena that Negtoeo must proceed conatuctivety

in new and comptehenaive ptanA o6 theik own."

* * * *

"1 did not believe that a 6uAthek putongation o6 tacking bon Aatvation

'um the RWAA waA 6eaaibte." [Controversy with N.A.A.C.P. in 1934]

* * * *

"The andekatanding between the lndaatAiat Month and the New South waa being

peqected and in 4890 the aeAiea o6 dia6nanchi4ing taws began to be enacted

by the Southern atatea."

* * * *

"What 14 life but the attempt o6 human beingA to be happy and contented in

a woAtd which with alt ita itt has a maa4 o6 bun and wateu, tAeeA and

6tocom, beauty and Love."

* * * *

"EmphaAize the uAe and peace o6 human di66eAence as a toot and method o6

pAoguAA."
* * * *

"My Negno dea cent and narrow 9/Loup cuttake have in many caaea pkediApoaed

me to inteoket my 6acta too 6avonabty 6on my /Lace; but the/Le tittle

danger o6 tong miateading here, 6on the champ ono o6 white £olk one legion."

* * * *

"1 maize that the truth o6 hi6tony Liza not in the moutha paAtiaanA

but nathen in the catm Science that 4A2o between. Hen cauae 1 Aeek to

AeAve, and whenever 1 pit, 1 am at teaat paying truth the tweet o6

eanne4t e66ont."

* * * *

"We 4hou2d meaaute the woe/city 06 a nation not by the number 06

mittionainea but by the abAence o6 povetty, the ptevatence o6 heath, the

e6goLency o6 the public Actium& and the number o6 people who can and do

read wonthwhite book6."

* * * *

"We do Aotemay beeieve that any aptgm o6 New teadekahip that today

devote6 ten times as much Apace to the advantages o6 living in the South

as givea to lynching and tawteaAneaA 14 inexcuaabty btind."



"A betieli in Humanity -44 a betiei in cotoked men. . ..they 6oAm tvo-thiAd4

oti the woittd pop Cation."

* * * *

"1 sit with Shakespeane and he winces not.. summon AAistotte and Aunetius

and what; houtz 1 witt, and they crime ate guciouaty and with no scoAn on

condeacention. . thiA the ti(je you oudge us, 0 knightty Amenica? 14

th4.4 the ti 6e you tong to change into the dutt ned hideousness o6 Geongia?

Ane you 40 quid teat peening 44om the high Pisgah between PhitiAtine and

Amatekite, we -sight the pAomi6ed Land ?"

* * * *

"You as votens and inteaigent citizens must Once PEACE on the pnoiessionat

sotdieAs and the buoine4.6 teadens who make Ontunes on wan and munden."

"We American Negro es are pant o6 the
do we neptesent an .important segment
atso oi the wanking ctass oi Europe,
With us stand and must stand whether
America and the wontd."

wanking Once of the woad. Not onty
o6 the Amertioan wanking etas, but
Asia and A6nica and the °then Amenicas. .

they wALL on not, the white wakens oi

* * * *

"1 came to know Beethoven's symphonies and Wagnen's Ring. 1 Looked tong

at the cotons a Rembnandt and Titian. 1 saw in arch and Atone and steepte

.the histony and stAiving men."

* * * *

"The manning (maks ova the Utth. CouAagL, bnothett! The battLe ion

humanity not Last on Lasing. The Stay is rising in hia might, the

Yatag men are tasting tibeAty, the btack Apricana are wtithing towands

the tight and evenywhene the &Oaken is opening the gatu o6 OppoAtunity

and Peace."

* * * *

"Vnunk with power we are tending the woad to hett in a new cotoniatiom

with the same otd human stavexy which once ruined us, and to a thind Wolad

Wax which witt 'min the wontd."

* * * *

"1 regarded it as axiomatic that the waned wanted to Leann the tAuth and

the -Oath was sought with even apptoximate accultacy and devotion, the

woad would gLadLy suppont the eitiota. This was, o6 course, but a young

man's ideatism. . ."

* * *
"Too much in the past we have been thinking oi the exceptionat iatk, the

Talented Tenth, the wett-to-do;. . .we muot now twin sun attention towatd

the wet6ane and Aoaat uptiit 06 the masses."
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"Maxx was one oi the gteate6t men oS modern timea and. . .he put hi6
6inget aquatety upon Ota diigeatie4 when he said that economic Oundationa,
the way in which men eaAn the it tiving, axe the detetmin,ing iactou in the
development oi civitization, in titekatute, xetigion4, and the ba6ic pattetna
oS cuttuu."

* * * *

"1 teatized. . .that ho-catted democracy today WVA Wowing the ma44 oi
peopte to have onty timited voice in govetnment; that democtatic cant/ at
oS what ate at ptesent the moat impottant iunctiona oi men, wank and earn, ng
a Living and diattibuting goads and amice6, that helm we did not have
demoniac y. . ."

* * * *

"What we bay and in4i6t upon i4 .that by no °the& method save by peace can

we be in a po4ition to begin the aetttement oi toted ptobtemis."

* * * *

"Today, mane than evet, wax i4 uttet/ty ev12 and comptetety indeienaibte. .

Nothing on each i6 40 cm:tete-4 u6ete66, 40 inexcuaabty vice. . 44

ptanned and detibetate muAdet oi human beinga, the comptete de6tAuction
o 6 the wait'4 ttea4 uxe4 "

* * * *

"IS we axe bx,thed by high 4aecutieo sun giited white sun ma64e6 4tanve,
by piLivitegea to sun /tick white aux mation.4 citawt, by pubUoity ion sun
ioot6 white cun .leaders and oun youth not in joie, then we axe .lost."

* * * *

American slavery Wasn't the worst but "withat atavety, whi.ch, 40 OA a4
human a4Aixation and decent were concerned, ctaaaed the &tack man and the
ox together."

* * * *

"We conaidet that the &tut goveument henceSonth to u6e the atomic weapon
against any countty what6oevet wilt be committing a chime against humanity
and 4houtd be treated as a wax atiminat."

* * * *

"Be the Muth what it may 1 witt aeek it on the mite mahumption that it
(kWh. aeeking."

* * * *

"Peace today, .is d t mean4 anything, means the stopping of the ataughtet
of the weaker. by the atxonget in the name of ChAiatianity and Cuttute."



. . .fan the educated and indu4tAA.ou4 young cototed man who wants wank
and not ptatitudez, waged and not alma, jut AewaAd4 and not 4eAmon4

Auch cototed men Phitadetphia appatentty has no u4e."

* * * *

"ThJ 4.4 the modetn patadox o6 Sin be6oke which the Put tan 4tandz open-
mouthed and mute. A gtoup, a nation, an a tace, commita mutdeA and tape,
zttatz and dezttoy4, yet no individuat guitty."

* * * *

"The black waxed Aqui/ma beneath the Oa oi the white in impotent 6wty
on 4uteen hate."

* * * *

"Fettow Negtoez, iz it not time to be men? I4 it not time to 4tAike back
when we are .struck? 14 it not high time to hold up our heads and conch
aux teeth and zweat by the EteAnat God we wite 'NOT be ztavez and that no
aidet, abettor., and teacher oi ztavety in any zhape on guize can Langer
Lead uz?"

* * * *

"IT LYNCHES. . .IT DISFRANCHISES ITS OWN CITIZENS. . .IT ENCOURAGES IGNORANCE. .

IT STEALS FROM US. . .IT INSULTS US. . .and Loota4 upon any attemAt to
quest on an even dizcuzz thi4 dogma ad atugance, unwcuotanted azzumption
and -Vita on."

* * * *

"'We got priend411 I do not believe any peopte even had 40 'many 'itiend41
as the Ametican NegAo today. He has nothing but 'itiendz' and may the good
God detiven him lium mort o6 them, bon they ate tike to Lynch hi4 40uts"

* * * *

"One oi the kiitzt pamphtetz that I wrote 0897], waz on 'The Conzetvation o6
Racea' whetein I zet down as the Vdtat attic& o6 a ptopozed Aaciat cued:
'We betieve that the New peopte as a nave have a contAibution to make to
eivitization and humanity which n a othek race can make.'"

* * * *

"14 wize ion white phitanthtopiatz to lioAget that no amount oi atmagiving
on that pant witt hc2 repay the 300 year oi unpaid to it and the tiiity
yeatz o6 4et6dom by which the black man had pited up wealth and comioAt
tiox white Ametica?"

* * * *

"Thete 4eem4 no hope that Ammica in out day witt yieed in its colon on
race hatted any zubztantiat pound."
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"A pet6ee Hegetian categoity: the .he i4 of New race con4ciou4ne44;
the anti, lleas, the union oi ate &bon acm44 Aaciat, nationat, and cam
Linea; and the 4ynthea4, a univeuat &than 4otidaft-ity aAi4ing thnough
the expanAion oi /Lace conAcelowsne64 in the moAt exptaited cta44 oi ate
&bolt."

* * * *

"Economic exptoitmUon based on the excuse o6 'face pujudice A4 the
ptogAam ofi the white woAtd."

* * * *

"AliAica saw the .64,410 oi God; Asia 4aw the 4out o6 man; Europe saw and
4ee4 onty mans4 body, which At 6eed4 and potA4he4 untie itio iat, gAo44
and eiutee."

I would be"...6ettow-txavetek with Communis t an coloitat,444 with white on
&tack [as long as] he watk4 towaftd the tAuth."

* *
"The/mime the hope tiara the siutune of the /Lace tA.e4 Salt mote among .its
wokkela than among .i.t4 college graduates, unta the time that auk highek
tuining rescued prom 4ycophantic and cowaxdey teadeuhip otc today,
atmo4t wholly dependsnt as 4.4 on Big 8uhine44 either in patitia on
phitanthupy."

* * * *

While pending trial: "Perhaps you do not Aeatize ju4t the kind a Aeign
of tennot under which anyone who dake4 to 4peak ion peace an who doe4 not
hate Russia is jataced."

* ** *

"Without the hap 0o4 trade unioni4t4, white and black, without the Pxogne6.4ive6
and Aadicat4, without Sociati4t4 and Communiat4 and tovek4 of peace ate oven
the waned, my vaice woued now be 4titted 6ouvek."

* * * *

"The am movement in the United States tAanapAming this tAaditionatty
peaceliut nation into the greatest waAmongeA. ate history."

* * * *

"Cum natukat ktiend4 are not the nick but the pool!, not the great but the
ma44e4, not the emptoyek4 but the empeoyeeo. Gun good 6 not weatth, powek,
oppice4.4ian, and 4nobbi4hnezos, but hetptiutne44, e6iioiency 4etvice and 4et6-
netspect."
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Lynching, he said, would stop in the South .when the cowatdty mob

.4 Laced by eiiective gum in the handy o L people determined to 4ett

than 4outs deatty. 16 we are to die, in God'A name tet u6 peiti4h tike
men and not bate4 oi hay.'"

* * * *

Of Booker T. Washington: "In 4tenn juisUce, we mist Lay on the Acme o6
thia man a heavy teapon4ibitity ion the cortoumma.ti.on o6 Negto dissituznahLse-
ment, the dec,ti.ne ofi the Newt.° college and pubtic 4choot, and the VAmeA
eotabtahment oi coton came tLi o tand."

* * * *
"Stitanger .things have happened under .the dun than undmstanding between
.hole who wete born bUnd." [re: white-black worker solidarity]

* * *
"May God wiu.'te u6 down eta ais.sed 1. even again we are bound putting our
tituat either the Republican on the Demoutatla PaAtie4s."

* * * *
"WhateveA, ideats white &bolt today Atia.ve6 Lox in AmeA,Ica, woad 4utotenden
neaney event' one beiote wooed necognize the Negro as a man."

* * * *
"1 do not cane a damn Lan any ant that .4 not u4ed Lot potpaganda."

* * * *

"We do not want 4totie,6 which pictute Negito Weld as a utime eating Lot
Lynching and Auicide. . .We au quite tied up with iitth and deieati&m."

"The divinity o6 sweat. "

* * * *
"Them 1.6 no God but Love and Work 14 'via prophet help u.6 to neati.ze this
Muth 0 Father whiez thou d o oiten in wand and deed hath taught u4. Let
the knoweedge temper our ambit any and out judgementA. We. woad not be great
but bra y not piou.6 but 4ympathetic not meAeZy reverent, but Lied with
the gutty o6 out . .God its Love and Work 4 Ka Revetati,on. Amen."

* * * *
"Fox hat.6 the ca4t o6 an ilumclad to daft about the won2d and get u4 in
ttoubte, we might know .instead oi think about the Newt° pnobtem4."

* * * *
"The to/Lice you must pay to eaten a Living in America 1.6 that o L humitlation
and inimi.olt-i-ty."
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"But 40 Lan as Mn. Washington ctpotogizez tion injustice, No/LA. on South.,
does not itightty value the pk,ivitege and duty o6 voting, bedf-ittte6 the
emazeutating e.66e.et6 o6 caste distinction, and opposes the highex t/taining
and ambition o6 our bkighteit. minds, 40 lian az he, the South, on the
Nation doez this, we must uncea6ingty and 6i/onty oppo4e them."

* * * *
"Take the eyes o6 theze matiorus o66 the titans and 6a6ten them in the
4oit and i6 our black young men wilt dream dreams, let them be dneam6 o6
&min bread and mota4Ae.s."

* * * *
"Finality the genekat watch wand mat be, not to putt 6ukthen dependence
on the help o6 the wh.i.te6 but to organize Lon Aet6-hetp, encowmging
'mantinea4 without degance, cone/W(42ton without 4avitiity."

* * * *
"We raise oun Ahackted hands and change Thee, God, by the bones o6 our
4toten &ahem, by the tear o6 our, dead motheitz, by the very blood o6
Thy ckuci6ied VI/U.4st: What meaneth th,a? Tat uz the plan; give u4 the
Aign! Sit no Longer dumb, pond God, deal mot pk.a.yer and dumb to oun
dumb 4u66eiting. Sukety Thou, too, are not white, 0 Lord, a. pate, btoodte66,
heaktee44 thing!"

* * * *
"Every inguence and move. toward greaten democitatic 6needom widen poputax
power,, and aboUti.on o6 Apec,iat pnivitege whetheA. intended on not, an
inevitable Atep toward the e)na,ne,ipation o6 black men as uaete as wkite."

* * * *
After white men insulted and assaulted white women marchers in a suffrage
parade, DuBois wrote: "Wasn't gtokiows? VoeA it not make you bum with
4hame heameke Stack Man when ouch mighty deeds ate done. by the Leaden
o6 Civitization? Doe6 it not make you ' ashamed o6 your. /ace?' Voeo
not make you 'wcutt to be white?'"

* * * *
"How tong Zs pnacticat Christianity going to be be to AuAvive its own
hypouthsy? On witt Clvta.tian minizteAz be able to keep At/might &meat?"

* * * *
"I am resolved to be quiet and taw abiding, but .th ne6u4Se o exinge in
body on in 40a, to resent &Ube/tate inAutt, and to a4s4eitt my jut /tights
in the 6ace o6 wanton aggkez4ion."

* * * *
"Let btaek men eAspeciialty techeicou.6 white invadem o6 theik homes and
then take the /L tynehing gladly tike men. It14 wokth it!"
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"Oppte66ion co6t6 the oppAe440A too mach 4.6 the oppte66ed 4tand up and
put.eA4 Agitate then, buthek; ptote6t, reveal the ttuth and teiu4e to
be 6itenced. A moment 14 £et up, a moment14 acquieacence, meanA a chance
tan the wotveA 06 prejudice to get at out necia."

* * * *

"We havc. aU u6 tiett the sudden tetie6 the hat6-mad *tight when
contuAy to 64xed expectation6 we were tteated a6 men and not dog6; and
.then in the next Meath, we hated oumetve6 elation oven that which
waA but due any human being. Tha 4.4 the Aeat tAagedy 06 the Meg/to in
America: the .inner depadation, the huAt hound 6eeting; the 4o/L.t o6 uptuAxing
06 att vatue6 which tead6 Aome fated. men to 'Aejoicel becau6e 'onty' 6ixty-
Out Mewed welte Lynched in the yeat 06 ouA LoAd 1912. Conceive, 0 Poet,
a ghaAttiet ttage4y than -such a 6tate 06 mind!"

* * * *

"Wh witt this Saud. oi White Foth, modem Ptometheu6 --hantpbound
by own bindino, tethered by a 6abte 06 the past? I heat tiviA mighty

cloy Aevekbeuting thAou9h the woad, 'I am white!' Wei and good, 0 Ptometheua,
divine &lett IA not the woad wide enough 60r two cotou, OA many 6hin4f ng6
06 the bun? Why, then, devout pun own vitatA I anAweA even co ptoudty,
'I am Mack!'"

* * * *

"1 am a Nego; and 1 gtotuj in the name! I am proud 06 the btack btood that
gam in my vents. Prom att the kcal teetion4 dear to my boyhood have 1
come hem., not to po6e a6 a etitic but to join hands with.thiA, my peopte."

* * * *

"There 44 no devil in Hett that would countenance mote gagtant inpingement6
upon Human Libetty, .to mush the priding genia6 of a Peopte, than the average
deacon 06 the Methodi6t ChuAch South."

* * * *

"A Aetigion that won't Atand the apptication 06 AeaAon and common AenAe
not t iak an intatigent dog."

* * * *

"The Univeue Truth. The but ought to be. On the6e po4tutate6 hang at
the taw and the pAophetA."

* * * *

"How 444 in a state can a recognized mout wtong 6a6ety be comptemiaed?. . .

It behooveA nationA ad welt ad men to do thing's at the very moment when they
ought to be done."

* * * *

"The Ade aim 06 any Aociety to Asettte .Ltd pubtem6 in accordance with
itA higheAtideatA, and the onty Aationat method 06 accomptiahing th,i4 to
Atudy tho4e ptobte.m6 in the tight 06 the begat Acientiiic research."
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"A zyztem which dizcoukagez azpikation and endeavok encoukage4 chime and
tazinezz."

* * * *

"Wett sped, my boy, beioAe the waned had dubbed youA ambition in4otence, had
held youk ideaez unattainabte, and .taught., you to minge and bow. . .Setter.
4an th name-U.44 void that ztopz my ti6e than a z ea 06 460440W Lan you."

* * * *

"The coot og tibeAty 4.4 Leda than the place o6 Aepkeazion."

* * * *

In time we ate going to be the gteatezt peopte in the woad,
the wokk that yid Laid beioke uz az it ought to be done."

onty we do

* * * *

"It 44 but human expetience to iiind that the comptete 4uppke,644.on o6 a Aace
44 impozzibte. Despite innek ducomagement and zubmizzion to the oppte,64ion
o6 °Am .there pei&4 .ted the mighty zpikit, the emotionat tebound that kept
a vazt numbex ztAuggting 604 .{,td /Light, 4ot 4et4-expuzzion, and OA zociat
upti444 Such men, in many cazez, became taAget4 OA the white race. They
were denounced a6 tAtubte make/a. They were denied oppoAtunity. They weke
driven 4aom theiA homed. They were Lynched."

* * * *

"SUah mental. 6Au4tAation cannot: inde44ni.Zeiy continue. Some day it may
butzt in 4iAe and btood. Who coat be to btame? And where the guatek cort?
Stack 4otk, aitet att, have tittte to to4e, but Civitization hob att."

* * * *

"ThA4 the Amekican &tack man knowz: hid gght here 4.4 a 4ight .to the 6inish.
Eithek he died an ultra."

* * * *

"He wilt enter modekn civitization heke in Ammica az a btack man on tam
o6 peA4ect and untimited equality with any white man, an he witt enteA not
at att. EitheA extekmination root and bunch, OIL ab4otute equality. Thete
can be no compkomi4e. Thiz -a the tazt gteat Lvatte $26 the Wezt."

* * * *

"Sew to A6Aica, America ban abi4 Lan owL 4out. Ammica waned have you believe
that they PLeed yawn gnandah i edken; Aeto-AmehAtAAA are 4utt American
citizenz, treated tike equat4, pal' 4aiA wage4 a4 woAkek4, pnomottd Got dezett
and 6kee to Leann and tAavet acAo44 the waned. Thiz .1.4 not true. Some au
neat 6keedom; flame appAoach equality with whites; 4ome have achieved education;
but the pkice LOA Chid had too °gen been ztaveky $26 rand, di4toAtion a truth
and oppte444on $26 oulL own peopte."



"1 bctieve in .the Pi/2nm o4 Peace. 1 believe that coat 16 Mu/Wm. 7

beUeve that a/0/ga and navie4 aAe at bottom the tins et and btaggadocio

o4 oppte441on and *tong, and 1 be eve that the wicked conque4t o6 weaken

and datkek nat4on4 by nation4 white and httonget but Oteshadows the death

of that 4tungth."

* * * *

"Peace 44 nat an object A itseti, 4t4.6 a method, a path to an ideat.

What we ha y and 4msi4t upon that by no othet method have by peace can we

be in a pohiton .to begin .the het cement o4 wottd pubtems. We affam that

the eteat Leah on o the aw4(At hi4to/u/ olf .the yeast hat4 centuty i4 that the

mititaty ioAce a4 now u4ed cannot compel men to attet the-tA be-U.4s and ideas,

not can attimatety change the it action4 again4t th,e4A will."

* * * *

"How can Love oi humanity appeal a4 a motive to nation4 whohe Love 04 LwaVLy

14 buitt on the inhuman, exptoitation oi human be1ng4, and who, espeuatty in

'recent ye m4, have been taught to tegatd these human being4 co inhuman?"

* * * *

"1 now &Cate my conctuaion tixankty and 1 betieve in commanihm. 1

mean by communiam, a ptanned way tilie in e poduction o wealth and wotk

dehigned 4ot buitding a 4tate who4e object i4 the higheht wet6ate o its

peopte and not mutety the p4o6it o a patt. 1 betieve that att men hhoutd

be emptoyed accoAding to than abiaty and that wealth and 4ekvice hhoutd be

dist/abated accoAding to need."

* * * *

"li Negtoe4 were Loot in APaca, money woad be ova table to meahute

heads, boat $500 a yeah 1a hand to taihe Lon Attanta [University]."

* * * *

"The giot and 94.eateat cause o6 Negto cia..me A the South, is the convict-

Leah e 4y.stem."

* * * *

"The ptesent 4ociat Aepaitat Ion and acute nace-4ensitievenes4 mast eventually

yield to the inituence o6 cuttuA.e, as the South gum avittzed."

* * *

"We want .to putt down nothing but we don't ptopooe to be putted down. .

We believe A taking what we can get but we don't betieve in being 4attsiied

with 1.0 and in, pm/tat-64g anybody Lot, a moment to bniiigna we' ite isati.4 tied."

* * * *

"InAtead o4 being ted and deLended by °theta, as in the past, [the Negroes]

aAe 3aining theirs. own teadeth, thak own voices, theik own ideat4."
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As early as 1923 DuBois feared that colored children in non-segregated
educational systems would'be "abused, btowbeaten, mutdeted and kept:in
4omething wot4e than ignotance."

* * * *

"oat cottege man today 4,4, on the average, a man untouched by teat cuttate.
He detibmatay 4ultunde44 to 4et6i4h and even 4itty ideat4, 4waaming into
4emi-ptokazionat athtetic4 and &Leek £e teen 4ocietie4, and a66ecting to
deapi4e 4chatauhip and the hatd wand 06 4tudy and te4eatch. The guate4t
meeting4 oi the New college yeah tike thod e co6 the white cottege yea& have
become vutgaa exhibition4 06 tiquot, extravagance, and bun coat4. We have
in out cattege a gnawing ma44 06 4tupi4ity and indi&tence."

* * * *

"Mt. [President] Tag i4 not an enemy 06 the race, he A4 woue than that;
he A4 a take-warm piend."

* * * *

"When the ckaia had thundered the t/tuth no idte bout t4 4ay that
thieved have gone to fat, impo4teu have dizappeaud, cottege4 have uotganized,
gove4nment4 have 4tood at attention and Ktan4 have hurried to covet."

* * * *

"Amen ican acetate i4 totting away; out hone4t, out human 4ympathy. . .Out
mannet6 ate gone and .the one thing we want to be .L nick --t4 4how 066. . .

Democtacy id dead in the United Stated ."

* * * *

"In my own count4y 04 nea4ty a centuty I have been nothing but a 'nigget!"'

* * * *

"By the God 06 Heaven, we are cowand4 and jacka44e4 ii now that the wait i4
oven, we do not mauhat event' ounce 06 0W Main and brawn to 6ight a 4tetnet,
Longer, mote unbending battte again4t the Otce4 06 heel in out own Lands We
&elan. We ketultn 64om 6ighting. We ketuu 6ighting. Make way Son Demockacy!
We 4aved it in Mance, and by the Great Jehovah, we wite 4ave 12 in the United
Stated o6 Amer ica, of know the Head an why."

* * * *

"Any catoted man who vote for MA. Tag Witt. do 4o on the a44umption that
zero better than minu6 one."

* * * *

"The Negto mat demand hi4 4ociat nights : H.i a night to be treated a4 a gentte-
man, when he act4 Like one, to mahky any 4ane, grown pens on whowint4 matty
him, and to meet and eat with hi4 6tiend4 without being accuAed 06 undue
ao4umption ot.unwotthy ambition."
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"I thank God that mat 06 the money that auppoirta the N.A.A.C.P. cornea 6tom

btack hands; a mitt tatget ptopottion mu At 40 come, and we mat not onty

auppott but contnot thi4 and aimitat otganizationa and hotd them unwavet-

ingty to out objecta, sun aim and out ideatA."

* * * *

"ltd ideatA. . otd AtandandA o6 beauty. . .not the btue-eyed, white-akinned

types which ate set be6ote tta in achoot and titetatate bmt Mown and

btack men and women with gtowing dark eyes and minkting &c it. . .that hanks

back to the heritage 06 A6tica and the topic4."

* * * *

"No one who eaaay4 to teach the muttitude aan tong escape etuci6ixion."

* * **

"The apett 06 A6tiaa 44 upon me. The ancient we tchety 06 het medicine i4

&outing my dtoway, dteamy btood. This not a countty, 44 a wonted

a univetae 06 itaeti and ban itaeti, a thing Di66etent, Immenae, Menacing,

Attuing. . .A6Aiaa ia the SpiAituat Ftontien 06 human kind-. oh the witd

and beauti6ut adventuAtA 06 .iota taming! But oh! the coat theAeo6 -.the

endte44, endteaa coat! There it come a day an std and even, even young

day when there 4pning in 4/L ca a civitization without coat, without

noiae, where machinety witt 'sing and never Allah and nowt, and when.e men

witt steep and think and dance and tie prone be6one the ladina sun, and

women oat be happy: . ."

* * * *

"We hope that the coming [Pan-African] COIVAZ44 witt be the gteateat and

moat imp/octant gathering 06 upAeaentativea 06 att Manchu 06 the btack

nace which the woad has yet seen; and that 12 witt 'settee 60k att time the

quest on a4 to whether they mat alwaya and evenywhene 6attow the guidance

o6 white 6atk."

* * * *

"The neat o6 gnaitena, whotemongem and gambtena at Saigon, hetped by Ameticana,

have bnoken the Geneva treaty which ctoaed the Renck Inds - Chinese wavy., and ante

attacking the Communiata. That 1,4 catted Communiat aggte44ion.' It 44 the

attempt .06 Ammican bunt rmaa and the American Navy to 4upptant France as

cotoniat tate& in Southeast Aaia."

* * * *

"Never bepte in the modenn age has a great and eivitized Lath thAeatened to

adopt 40 aowandey a cued in the tteatment 06 its 6ettow chtizena, baton and

bud on ita Aoit. S.t'i2pped o6 vetbiage and aubtet6uge and in it6 naked

twatine44, the new American cued 4ay4: 6eat to ter the btack men even .tky

to niae teat they become the equatA 06 the white. And th44 .ca the rand that

04064126 to OttOW leauA Chtiat. The bta4phemy 06 ouch a comae ia onty

matched by 126 cowaAdice."
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"...the tnue cattege wet evict have one goat--not to earn meat, but to
know the end and aim oi that tiie which meat nauxi4heh."

"High in the towet, where. I Ait above the Loud comptaining oi the human
hea, 1 know many houth that t.044 and whiAt and pasA, but none theme arse
that intAigue me mane than the South oi White Fotk. Oi them I am Ain-
gutattyttainvoyant. I see in and thAaugh them. 1 vim them inam unusual,
points oi vantage. Not as a ioneighen do I come, ban 1 am native, not
ioneign, bone oi theist thought and gah oi than Language. Mine i4 not
the knowtedge oi the thaw-tea on the cotoniat composite oi dean memoAies,
wands and wanders. Non yet is my knowtedge that which AeAvantA have oi
mahtenh, on mash ai etaAA, on capitatiAt oi aAtisan. Rather 1 bee these
Aouts undnes.sed and beam the back and Aide. I Aee the wanking oi than
entAaits. I know theirs thoughts and they know that I know. This knowttdge
makes them now embaviazAed, now iuniouhl They deny my night to Live and
be and catt me rmi.4 binth, My wand to them mere bittRAMA4 and my hout,
pesAimiAm. And yet aA They preach and httut and hhout and thneaten, cAouch-
ing aA they ctutch at U94 06 &cats and iancieA to hide thein nakedngAA,
they go tuiAting, itying by my tined eyes and I Aee them even AtAipped,
--ugty, human..."

"The, men oi the Niagara Movement, dectaned thein maniieAto, coming inom
the tat ai a years' 4 wank, and pauhing a :moment inom: the earning oi than
daily bread, twin toward the nation and again aAk in the name oi. ten mit-
tion the ptivitegeoi a hearing. In the past yeah the wank oi the Negno-
haten has itounihhed in the Land. Step by Atep the deiendeth oi the nights

American eitizenh have netneated. The wank oi, stewing the black man'A
6attat has pnogneAAed and the iiity and mane nepnesentatives oi Atoten
votes Atilt Ait £n the nation'h capitat. Dihaimination im.tuvet and
pubtic accommodation has 40 Apaead that home oi awn weaken buthnen arse
actuatty aituxid to thunders against .caton dihwaminatZon ati .such and .ane
Aimpty whiapvting ion ondinany decencies.-- Against th,ts the Niagana Move-
ment etanatty pnotests.. We mat not be Aatisiied to take one jot on tittte
te44 than awn Ott .manhood frights. We claim ion, ,ounhetveh every hinge
night that betangh to a itee-barn Amenican, potiticat, civit and hociat;
and untie we get these Aights we witt never cease to' pnotest and asAait
the Q4A6 oi America.. The hattte we wage is not ion ouuetveA atone, but
ion at true Ameticams. It .44 a gOt ion ideats, Lest this, pun common
iatheittand,. iathe to ,its bounding, become in tauth the sand oi, the "Thiei,
and the home oi. the Stave"--a by -wand and a hiAAing among the nationh ion
its hounding, pnetenhionh and pitiiataccomptishment."
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"To seek to teach univeuat .dove and buthekhood Lan att tittee iatk,

black and brown and yellow and dates"

"To make cotaked chitaen Aeatize that being cotoked .craw nom, beauti-

iut thing, to make them iamitiax with the hi-atom and achievement4 o6

the Negko /Lace, to make them know that othek catolted chitdAen have grown

.into beautiliut u4etiut, Lamou4 peA4ona, to teach them deticatety, a code

oL honor and action in theirs Aetation4 with white chitdicen, to tuAn theme

tittte huAt4 and Ae4entment4 into emutation, ambit2on and lave oi their.

own homes and companions, to paint out the beat amusements and joy and

won white thing4 o £ to in4pine them to pAepake degnite occur

pation4 and duties with a bkoad 4pikit oL 4actiiiee. This 44 a great

pug/tam - -a ttemendou4 ta4k. We want the advice oi a12 mothers and 6atheA4

oti att men and women and chitdAen in keeping u4 accompWh it. We can

conceive oi no mane 4peendid duty at thin cAiticat hour."

"06 couA4e my chiei theme 4ong in me has been the iact that I wa4 not

44mpty intvLe6ted in a great 4oe,i.at pkobtem--in a. Aenoe I wa4 that pub-

tem"

"I am not as 4urte, a4 once I wa4, about the comtinuity and inevitabtene44

oi pAogAg44, but I am incxea6ingty &me o6 the value o6 a /tight attitude

tomuAd the -MLA. Ti the iact4 give Aea4on ion betteving in the advance

oi civitization in any panticutax, AU Haiti IL the iact4 4how that we

axe timing vatuabte patterns o L cuttuke and 00414 o £ wonthy individuat4

and togicat methods oi thought, neveAAgte44 the Truth #1.6 mightk and witt

pkevait. In flame unwed wouhip oi what 1,4 actuatty Ao, and Atm adhek-

awe to the liar t4 AO OA as we can make them out, Liza my gxed Attigion."

LAST MESSAGE OF DR. DU BOIS TO THE WORLD

The body of Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois was laid to final rest with full military

honors on the afternoon of August 29th at a spot some fifty yards from

the pounding surf, beside the wall of The Castle, residence of the Presi-

dent of Ghana. Immediately following the interment, a last message to

the world written by Dr. Du Bois was read to the thousands of assembled

mourners. It was dated June 26, 1957, and had been given to his wife,

Shirley Graham Du Bois, for safekeeping until the hour of his death. --

This is the Message:
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"it much mote di.66icutt theory than actuatty to say the teat

good-bye to one'4 Loved one and Otiends and to aLL the 6amitiak things

o6 this Use. -- I am going to take a tong, deep and endless steep.

This is not a punishment but a pkivitege to which 1 have Looted tiot-

watd Lox years. -- T have toyed my wox1, 1 have toyed peopte and my

play, but atwoys have been upti4ted by the thought that what T have

done weft witt Live Long and justqy my tie; that what T have done

.LU on never iinished can now be handed on to others flan endless days

to be gnished, perhaps bettek than T could have done. -- And that

peace witt be my apptause. -- One thing atone 1 chaftge you. As you

Live, believe in tilie/ Always human being4 witt Uve and progress to

greaten, buadek and liuttek The onty passibte death 4.4 to tose

betie4 in 424 tauth 42mpty becaude the great end cameo 4towty, becawe

time t4 tong. -- Good-bye."



SECTION IV

Address Delivered by the Reverend William Howard Me lish at the
Memorial Service of the Late Dr. W.E. B. DuBois at the Aggrey
Memorial Church, Achimota College, Accra, Ghana, on Sunday

29th September, 1963

"ONE OF THE GREAT COMPANIONS"

The poet, Walt Whitman, in his "Song of the Open Road, " speaks
of ". ..the Great Companions
11 they are the swift and majestic menthey are the greatest women;
"Journeyers over consecutive seasons, over the years, the curious years,

each emerging from that which preceded it;
"Journeyers gaily with their own youth, journeyers with their bearded

and well-grained manhood,
"Journeyers with their womanhood, ample, unsurpassed, content,
"Journeyers with their own sublime old age of manhood or womanhood,
"Old age, cairn, expanded, broad with the haughty breadth of the universe."

In Walt Whitman's words, William Edward Burghardt Du Bois was
surely one of "the Great Companions."

Of his ancestry he wrote in his own inimitable way, "I have a flood
of Negro blood, a strain of French, a bit of Dutch, but, thank God, no
Anglo-Saxon, " and life, parrying, his sense of humour, made him New
England-born--and almost the quintessence of the New England character.
From that environment came his avidity for knowledge, a conscience
sensitive and stern, a compulsion to give life meaning through commit-
ment, and the proud awareness that he, a man of colour in a surround-
ing white world--had been endowed by Providence with unusual talents.
Study of build, handsome in profile, patrician in bearing, proud and
ambitious, in Whitman's words again, he early knew himself destined
to be one of the "swift and majestic men."

In the decades after the American Civil War, Great Barrington was
a not-unfavourable environment for a lad of promise. Western Massa-
chusetts had been the scene of abolitionist sentiment, the twenty five
Negro families that lived in the valley had been there since the War of
1812 with England and as old residents mingled freely with the farmer
folk and towns-people. Neighbours were friendly, churches encouraged
young people, a New England town meeting saw the participation of all
the levels of society, and the local High School was blessed with a prin-



cipal fresh from Hawaii, who took an interest in an able student of mixed
ancestry and taught him Greek and Latin with the perception that these
were, in those days, the keys to college. Young DuBois at his High School
graduation delivered an-oration on the great Abolitionist, Wendell Phil-
lips. His one ambition was to go to Harvard College.

His widowed mother did not have the means to send him, nor did his
relatives, but they pooled what resources they had as a clan; good for-
tune brought a summer construction job that paid DuBois good wages as
a time-keeper; and a family council decided that if the means were lack-
ing for Harvard, there was enough to send the boy to Fisk, a Negro Uni-
versity in Nashville, Tennessee. Bitter was his disappointment but as
one sees it now, the decision had a crucial bearing on all that was to be.
At Fisk, he discovered eager and ambitious Negro students like himself,
inspiring teachers, an honest and dedicated president, and, most fruitful
of all, the experience in the sumrnertimes of teaching in a rural Negro
School in the State of Tennessee. The young easterner from Massachusetts
came face to face with both the plight and the potential of the wonderful
people that ever after he wuuld call his own.

Harvard was seeking to broaden its student body and when DuBois
applied for admission, a grant was made to this lad from Fisk to come to
Cambridge, Massachusetts, for two years, where he attended Harvard
College and received his bachelor's degree, and then for two more years
in the Graduate School as a Fellow in History and Political Science. An-
other grant took him to Germany--the intellectual Mecca for American
scholarship in the 1890's--where he sat at the feet of great teachers in the
University of Berlin and learned the academic disciplines that were to
serve him all his life. On his twenty-fifth birthday, far away from home,
it was a prescient young man who wrote in his private diary, "I am striv-
ing to make my life all that life may be God knows that I am sorely
puzzled... The general proposition of working for the world's good too
soon becomes sickly sentimentality. I therefor take the world that the
Unknown lay in my hands and work for the rise of the Negro people, tak-
ing for granted that their best development means the best development
of the world "

His first teaching opportunity was in a small midwestern college in
Ohio, named after William Wilberforce, half church- and half state-sup-
ported, where he taught Latin, Greek, German, and English, to which
he added a new subject, Sociology, and where he met "the slender, quiet,
dark-haired girl," who was shortly to become his wife. At Wilberforce
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there were difficulties, for this was a dapper newcomer with his
superior airs, his Harvard accent, and Continental manners and
dress; but ability was there, and within two years the University
of Pennsylvania offered him an unheard-of appointment to conduct
a one-year study of Negro life in the city of Philadelphia. He had
to devise his own methods and criteria of procedure, and train his
crew of investigators. It was a delicate undertaking, for he sensed
that its real purpose was to prove a theory that many of the social
problems of Philadelphia might be laid at the doorstep of the impov-
erished Negro portion of the community. The Philadelphia Negro- -
as the completed report was titled--by statistical evidence that was
incontrovertible, proved just the opposite, that the life of the Negro
in Philadelphia was the product of the Negro's treatment by that city.
This was the first work in urban sociology in the United States and
one of the first in the world, and it was to the credit of the University
that the findings, though distasteful to the city fathers, were published
by the University Press.

Simultaneously, Harvard University honoured DuBois by publish-
ing his doctoral dissertation, The Suppression of the African Slave
Trade to America, as the first volume in a projected series of Har-
vard Historical Studies.

Atlanta University in the heart of the Southern state of Georgia
invited this rising scholar to teach in its new Sociology Department,
where he was to labour the next thirteen years. A conscientious
instructor, he set demanding standards for his students with respect
both to their classroom conduct and their personal deportment. Today
we should call him over-zealous and perhaps tyrannical, but there was
a logic underlying this Spartan code. At the turn of the Century, which
saw the repression of the emancipated Negro and the enactment of the
infamous "Jim Crow" Laws on all Southern statute books, the white
majority was justifying its behaviour towards the Negro on the grounds
of racial inferiority, moral irresponsibility, and the lack of intellectual
capacity. DuBois was merciless in criticizing any sign of neglect,
laxity, rowdiness, or intemperance on the part of his students that
might give substance to the accepted stereotypes of Negro behaviour.
At the same time, he was tireless in counseling with his students as to
their work habits, personal problems and future professional appoint-
ments. Despite some resentment of his strictness, the end result was
the creation of a body of trained Negro sociologists, scientists and
scholars, who, in retrospect, recalled his stern admonitions with grati-
tude and his personal frieneship with affection.
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The home which he created with his wife was that mixture of pract-
ical simplicity and yet aesthetic feeling that was to characterize his
whole life, for he loved the good things and believed in enjoying them,
provided they did not detract from duty. This first Atlanta home was
a place of repose, friendly warmth for the stranger, and affection within
the family circle. In all his writing, there is nothing more poignant
than the cry of the heart which he uttered on the death of their first-born
son. ",,Love sat beside his cradle, and in his ear Wisdom waited to speak.
Perhaps now he knows the All-Love, and needs not to be wise. Sleep,
then, child--sleep till I sleep and waken to a baby voice and ceaseless
patter of little feet--above the Veil."

Only personal sorrow enables a man fully to enter the tragedy of
another human being and permits the poet to shoulder the accumulated
burden of a people's suffering. It was no easy thing for this tight-lipped,
grief-stricken New England intellectual to undertake a full encounter with
his humble brethren in the Deep South. Yet this is what he now attempted,
breaking out of his reticences and moving among the illiterate and impover-
ished working people on the land. Taking voluminous notes of all he saw
and heard, he distilled some of his impressions in essays that appeared
in national magazines. An alert editor, A.C. McClurg, recognizing their
novelty and intrinsic beauty of expression, offered to publish a volume
of them. DuBois consented and there shortly appeared that classic of
United States' literature, The Souls of Black Folk . Nothing like this had
ever been written before. The response to it was immediate and dramatic,
for this was a work so powerful in its appeal to the emotions that each
reader was instantly won over or repelled by it. Here, in a nation assid-
uously cultivating the myth of Negro inferiority, and soothing its conscience
with the fiction tlia4 the Negro, being what he was, felt contentment with
his lot, there spoke his sensitive, cultivated, rhapsodic voice. "You are
living with a lie, " it said in substance. "We have the same emotions and
aspirations you have, if only you would permit us to give expression to
them. Life within the Veil for us is hell. You do all in your power to
evade the truth; you cannot, for like Orpheus, will wing such words
that you will have to listen to me." And men and women did listen, for,
like thetones of a vibrant bell, The Souls of Black Folk tolled the death
of all such myths and sounded the tocsin of a great new day.

Like polished ebony were these essays and they had enduring substance.
While in them DuBois carefully avoided direct attack upon the leading Negro
figure of the country, it was nonetheless made abundantly clear that a great
gulf existed between DuBois and Booker T. Washington on issues of policy
and programme for the uplift of the Negro people in the United States. In
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a famous address at the Cotton States Exposition in Atlanta, Mr. Wash-
ington had proposed a compromise by which the Negro would not ask for
social or political equality in return for a pledge that he would be provided
with industrial training and the opportunity to take a place in the rapidly
expanding commercial and industrial economy of the nation then engaged
in a period of post-war boom. Mr. Washington's proposal had been wel-
comed with relief by the South and with enthusiasm by the North, where
wealthy industrialists banded together to pour funds into Negro institutions
designed to fulfill these limited objectives. DuBois declared in contrast,
that, while this might be a necessary con^iliatory move for the moment,
with immediate dividends in terms of the expansion of such institutions as
Hampton and Tuskegee and Fisk, the long-range results would prove dis-
astrous. The Negro in the United States would be doomed to second-rate
citizenship, second-rate education, and second-rate employment oppor-
tunity, a prediction which fifty years of national history have proven cor-
rect. Instead, DuBois advocated the finest Negro education possible, on
a par with the best the white world enjoyed in the United States and abroad;
and he called for a start with the ablest Negro youth--"The Talented Tenth, "
who should prepare themselves for the education of their people. A roar
of savage protest greeted these suggestions. By the white majority he was
accused of advocating social equality and by the current Negro leadership
he was misrepresented and condemned for proposing a Negro elite.

Tuskegee had become the intellectual capital of Negro America,
thanks to the attention and financial support it was receiving, and an effort
was made to win over the brilliant professor from Atlanta University and
add him to the Tuskegee faculty. A fateful meeting took place in New York
City, participated in by such industrial giants as 'Andrew Carnegie; rail-
road presidents such as William H. Baldwin of the Long Island and later the
Pennsylvania Railroad; and investment bankers such as George Foster Pea-
body, the Georgia-born millionaire philanthropist; and others of such calibre.
DuBois was taken to Baldwin's Long Island estate where in the privacy of
his home the talk became more candid and blunt. DuBois was invited to
come to Tuskegee; the price of the appointment was the moderation of his
views and his submission to the policies and programme of the Tuskegee
leadership. There took place no meeting of minds. DuBois returned to
Atlanta more certain than ever of the ultimate outcome of the Tuskegee
programme under such outwardly courteous but inwardly ruthless economic
patronage, and more certain also as to the essential rightfulness of his own
views, which he now vowed to himself to advance by every means at his
disposal.

On July 9, 1905, in response to a call he addressed privately to a
select list of colored men, summoning them to a conference to project an
aggressive programme for Negro advancement, fifty nine men in seventeen
states indicated their willingness to meet together. Twenty nine from four-
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teen states indicated their willingness to meet together. Twenty nine
from fourteen states actually did gather clandestinely in a small hotel
near Fort Erie on Canadian soil. Safety and privacy were undoubtedly
considerations but so many of the public acts of DuBois in later life were
designed to have symbolic qualities that it may not be in error to look for
the symbol here. In the days of the Abolition Movement and the Under-
ground Railroad, it was the suspension Bridge just below Niagara Falls
that constituted for the fugitive slave the gateway to freedom. In the double
meanings inherent in the Spirituals and Freedom Songs that DuBois loved
so dearly, it was both about this bridge and heaven that such words were
sung as these:

Glory to God and Jesus, too,
One more soul got Safe!

Oh, go carry the news,
One more soul got safe!

The following year, the same group that had gathered in Canada,
with even more pointed symbolism, met openly in the old Fire House at
Harper's Ferry, Virginia, where John Brown made his final stand and was
captured by the Federal Troops. The group incorporated itself as "The
Niagara Movement" and adopted an eight point programme of unequivocal
militancy.

And yet, DuBois, even at this moment, was still primarily the scholar
and sociological researcher. He had been pressing the United States' Com-
missioner of Labour to finance a study of all the factors of Negro life in a
single area in the Deep South. The request was finally granted and Lac.vnes
County in the black-soil belt of Alabama was selected. DuBois with his
team of investigators began their work under circumstances of no little
personal danger. They met resistance, harassment, and shotgun blasts.
This is how DuBois was away from home when the telegraph brought the
terrifying news that violence had erupted in Atlanta, armed white mobs
were roaming the streets, the city was drenched in blood, the university
buildings half-demolished, the Dean of the Theological School so beaten
that he never recovered, and Mrs. DuBois injured in a manner that con-
tributed to her invalidism in later life, and their (Laughter, Yolande, saved
by biding in a stair well. DuBois tnok the night train for home. Sleepless
and in an agony of apprehension, he composed his Litany of Atlanta, the
most biting and savage excoriation ever to come from his pen.

The sullen city to which he returned has been described by the Dean
of American Negro Poets, Prof. Sterling Brown, in An Old Woman Remem-
bers:
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....our folks got sick and tired
Of being chased and beaten and shot down.
All of a sudden, one day, they all got sick and tired.
The Servants they put down their mops and pans.
And brooms and hoes and rakes and coachman whips,
Bad niggers stopped their drinking Dago red,
Good Negroes figured they had prayed enough.
All came back home -- they'd been away too long- -
A lot of visitors had been looking for them.
They sat on their front stoops ant. their yards,
Not talking much, but ready; their welcome ready:
Their shotguns oiled and loaded on their knees.
And then
There wasn't any riot any more.

The Professor of Sociology at Atlanta University, now thirty eight
years of age, was in the midst of interior crisis. He had been reared
in the confident, optimistic, idealistic Harvard tradition of Josiah Royce
and William James, trusting $.n the power of truth to conquer all. Here
he was faced with the antithesis of truththe hideous depths of human
depravity and naked cruelty. A widely-read man, he had encountered
the writings of Karl Marx in Germany, and as early as 1904 had joined
the Socialist Party of the United States. He was not unfamiliar with the
work of Sigmund Freud on the Unconscious. Now these elements of knowl-
edge, which had hitherto been sub-dominant in his thinking, rose to the
surface. With utter clarity he saw that violence springs from economic
privilege and is the instrumentality of those determined to remain in the
seats of possession.

In his historical researches, DuBois had been attracted to the enig-
matic figure of John Brown of North Elba and Ossawatomie. Conventional
historians had dismissed John Brown as a religious fanatic and crazed
man of violence. As DuBois examined the records afresh, a more signifi-
cant and delineated personality emerged. In John Brown he saw a man
of Old Testament proportions who had come face to face with slavery in
Kansas, and had come to hate it with all his being. He was not obsessed,
but committed to slavery's destruction. He was not embarked upon a
quixotic venture, futile from the start, but engaged in a shrewd and cal-
culated enterprise in which he planned to utilize the protection of the Dis-
mal Swamps and the Allegheny Mountains as fortress and redoubt for what
we now would call guerrilla warfare. John Brown was the one white man
in the whole United States who had won the confidence of Negroes, from
Frederick Douglass and Harriet Tubman to the loWliest of men and women,
the one leader to whom they might respond in numbers. For reasons
beyond John Brown's control, the strategic plan miscarried, but the
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gaunt, venerable prophet, in his final martyrdom as he stood in Charles'
Town Court House and then beneath the gallows, spoke words that
electrified the nation and the world.

In Herman Melville's epic, 461m121..ck, there is a passage that il-
luminates for me what DuBois found in John Brown at this turning point
in DuBois' own life:

Men seem detestable as joint stock companies
aned nations; knaves, fools, and murderers there
may be; men may have lean and meagre faces;
but man, in the ideal, is so noble and sparkling,
such a grand and glorious creature, that over
any ignominious blemish in him all his fellows
should run to throw their costliest garments.

Faced with the cruelty and mendacity of the human species, as he was
witnessing it through Negro eyes in the United States, his work on John
Brown reminded him of the other side of the minted coin, that ideal qual-
ity of which Melville spokethe nobility of the same human species,
incarnate in the individual who sacrifices himself for the cause of all,
and thereby shakes the earth and shapes the future.

Neither then nor in later life was DuBois a pacifist, It is true that
in his celebrated Credo he asserted that "War is Murder" but the war he
had in mind was "the wicked conquest of weaker and darker nations by
nations white and stronger. . " In. later life, speaking of this period
with that candor which was natural to him, he wrote, "I had assumed
that the path of human progress lay necessarily through war, and that
if the coloured peoples of the world and those of America ever secured
their rights as human beings, it would be through organized violence
against their white oppressors."

The road that DuBois was taking, once he had rejected the overtures
of the Tuskegee group and had called into being the Niagara Movement,
placed the President of Atlanta University in a most difficult position.
He eras a young man just come to the riot-damaged institution, which
desperately needed financial help to re-build its campus and expand its
faculty and facilities. Carnegie, Baldwin and the other industrial spon-
sors of the Tuskegee group made it abundantly clear to President Ware
that financial grants would be dependent upon the prior removal of "cer-
tain hindrances." The President so informed DuBois, who, realizing
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he was the real "hindrance" and loving the university, knew that the
time for his departure was come.

The lynching of a Negro in Springfield, Illinois, the home and
burial place of Abraham Lincoln, on the centennial of the Great Eman-
cipator's birth, shocked the nation. It set into motion a group of Negro
and white leaders, DuBois among them, acting under the impetus of
The Niagara Movement, to form the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Coloured People, historically the most important Negro organi-
zation in the United States down to the present day. It quickly and quietly
absorbed the members of the Niagara Movement. DuBois was asked to
become its Director of Publications. The objective scholar was about
to become the flaming propagandist.

In 1910, Crisis appeared. It was a monthly, financed independently
and managed so successfully that, for all purposes, it was the instrument
for the advancement of DuBois' own views. At its zenith, it had 100,000
readers. This meant that it went every month into one-tenth of the Negro
homes of the entire nation. Scarcely 10, 000 Negroes had attended any
college and the vast majority of Negroes in the United States were still
illiterate or semi-literate. DuBois so planned each issue of "Crisis"
that this vast readership breathlessly awaited the arrival of each new num-
ber, when the literate member of each family, and sometimes a whole
clan, would read it aloud to the assembled gathering. An editorial page,
As the Crow .r4lies, always carried DuBois' own winged message, In it
he was reporter, agitator, instructor, inspirer. The hall mark stamped
on every page was the spiritual declaration - -it is a thing of pride to be
a Negro.

"Crisis" called for nothing less than full equality. DuBois expres-
sed its programme when he wrote in his famous "Credo, " "We will not
be satisfied to take one jot or little less than our full manhood rights.
We claim for ourselves every single right that belongs to a free-born
American, political, civil, and social; and until we get these rights we
will never cease to proteat and assail the ears of America. The battle
we wage is not for ourselves alone, but for all true Americans."

"Crisis" combined literary quality and broad popular appeal. DuBois
devised all kinds of contests with prizes for poems, short stories, essays,
one act dramas, pictures of the prettiest Negro baby or the High School
or college graduate currently receiving the most significant academic
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honour. With the aid of one secretary who could type, and writing
most of his letters long hand himself, he conducted a mountainous
correspondence in search of manuscripts, pictures, and art work for
the covers, acknowledging the contributions accepted and explaining
those returned, lest the senders be discouraged. In this manner,
he discovered and encouraged two generations of Negro poets, writers,
dramatists, and artists. The one-act plays that appeared in "Crisis"
were made available at a modest royalty for presentation in churches,
schools, and fraternal lodges, in an ender your to create a Negro Theatre.

The historian, Herbert Aptheker, who has had access to the files
of this Crisis correspondence, writes: "Among his scores of thousands
of letters--every one carefully preserved--are thousands from the worker
and the peon, the aspiring adolescent, whose heart was bleeding, the
sharecropper whose indignities overflowed in painfully written notes,
the women who scrubbed and dreamed. The most scorned and the most
despised - -the prisoner, the beggar, the prostitute -- poured their hearts
out to him. You are our voice, they wrote; speak for us. Every letter
was read and every letter was answered--the copies are all preserved;
and the answers were full and serious and helpful and dignified. DuBois'
letters to these--to the 'unknowns, to what the monstrous elite call the
'mudsill of society'--show more pains than his letters to presidents and
savants."

The same scrupulous methods that he had required on campus' and
in his historical and sociological researches, he now applied to the manage-
ment of the magazine. Advertising was examined to eliminate the fraudu-
lent and meretricious. Even colleges appealing for students had first to
submit brochures and photos of their buildings in proof of their legitimacy,
because he would not further spurious institutions or degree-conferring
mills. He accepted no money from cosmeticians promising to alter or
eliminate African characteristics. Scrupulous concerning subscriptions
and all business transactions, he employed an auditor and annually printed
a statement of the magazine's accounts. He was determined to establish
an impeccable standard that would serve as a model to his people not yet
schooled in business practice and all-too-often the victims of needless
fraud and financial failure.

During these years in New York City, he lived modestly within his
salary and such other income as occasional royalties and fees afforded,
refusing to borrow money, even if the result was the postponement of
some cherished plan. One such delay helped shape his most substantial
work. In 1910 the American Historical Association had invited him to
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the contribution of the Southern Negro in the period of Reconstruction
that followed the Civil War. Since he did not have a publisher and
would not borrow the money to publish it himself, he set it aside and
kept revising and enlarging the manuscript. Twenty-five years later
he broke down, and the Phelps-Stokes Fund disregarded its rules,
and the loan was negotiated that brought Black Reconstruction to the
light of day, a monumental study, without reference to which no serious
historian can turn to that key period in the history of the United States.

His living in New York City and the comparative freedom which the
magazine gave Mtn permitted his involvement in new and wider concerns.
In 19 )0 the United States Government had employed him to prepare an
exhibit for the Paris Exhibition. The trip abroad made possible his
attending a Pan-African Conference being held in London. It was then
that the seminal concept of a free and united Africa was planted in his
mind. It originated with a brilliant West Indian barrister, Henry Syl-
vester Williams from Jamaica, but it took possession of DuBois.

In 1911, he and Felix Adler were back in London as the secretaries
of the American section of the World Races Congress, when DuBois spoke
twice in the Great Hall of the University of London. The militant cast
of his mind is indicated by the anecdote he told of meeting "a coloured
man who explained to me his plan of leading a black army out of Africa
and across the Pyrenees. I was thrilled at his earnestness."

He returned to the United States to make what he later confessed
was one of the greatest errors of judgment in his life. Moved by un-
bridled hope in an initial political infatuation, he withdrew from the Soc-
ialist Party and threw his support and that of the National Association
for the Advancement of Coloured People behind the candidacy of the
Democratic Party candidate fc.r the Presidency, Woodrow Wilson.

After World War I was concluded and President Wilson was prepar-
ing to sail for the Peace Conference at Versailles, DuBois sought the
interest of Mr. Wilson in applying the principles of "the consent of the
governed" and "government by representation" not only abroad but also
at home where live "twelve million souls whose consent is never asked.
They have no members in legislatures where they are in the majority,
and not a single representative in the national Congress." Colonel
House, the President's aide, listened to DuBois but no word in answer
ever came from the President.
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Du Bo.ls then turned to the French, who had involved 100, 000 black
African troops in the defence of their metropolitan home land. Premier
Clemenceau permitted the holding of a Pan-African Congress in Paris,
which called upon the new League of Nations to bring under review the
status of African peoples, a demand that had some bearing on the estab-
lishing of the Mandates Commission. Two years later a more represent-
ative Pan-African Congress was held with successive sessions in London,
Paris, and Brussels. Others were to follow, and one in Lisbon permitted
DuBois to return home via Liberia. While he was there, the United States
Department of State in Washington, for a combination of reasons, appointed
him Minister Plenipotentiary and Envoy Extraordinary to Liberia and asked
him to represent the United States at the inauguration of President King.

Despite this unusual honour, DuBois returned to the United States not
only empty-handed but in the unhappy knowledge that the pronouncements
of the successive Pan-African Congresses had angered the colonial and
imperialist powers. President Wilson had failed to carry the United States
into the League of Nations, the end of the war was witnessing a resurgence
of anti-Negro repression, the Ku Klux Klan even had the affrontery to march
down Constitution Avenue by the tens of thousands in their dread hooded
regalia, and the capital of Washington was in process of becoming one of
the most segregated cities of the nation. DuBois' disillusionment with
Wilson was complete, and indeed with both the major political parties
in the United States, the Democratic and Republican. But he had tasted
politics and the need to be active in some viable political movement was
strong. With such liberal Americans as Harry F. Ward, who incidentally,
will be honoured on his 90th Birthday on October 15 in New York's Carne-
gie Hall; Dr. John Haynes Holmes, who is still alive but now an invalid,
and Oswald Garrison Villard, he joined the Independent League for Indus-
trial Democracy and in 1924 persuaded the executive committee of the
National Association for the Advancement of Coloured People to support
the third party candidacy of Farmer-Labour Governor La Follette of Wis-
consin. The mood of the nation was conservative, the presidency and
Congress fell into Republican hands, the N. A. A. C. P. decided never again
to make partisan political endorsements, and DuBois, a sadder and wiser
man, returned to his editorial and scholarly work.

But the larger world he had glimpsed was calling him and in 1928 he
obtained a grant to visit Germany which he had not seen since his student
days. He was shocked by the ravages of war that were still in evidence,
and by the changes wrought since the war that were slowly preparing the
psychological soil for the Hitler eruption. Continuing into Eastern Europe,
he paid the first of his severql visits to the Soviet Union. The ethical
and economic attraction which he had found in socialism as early as 1904
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now took on substantial strength. From Europe he returned with two
indelible impressions that increasingly were to mould the balance of
his We. The first was a consciousness of the utter destructiveness
of modern war and its futility as an instrument of social progress.
The second was the conviction that a radically different mode of human
social and economic organization was no longer just a human dream
but now an imposing fact of history. His visit to the Soviet Union, he
wrote, "was for me a never-to-be-forgotten experience, and it strength-
ened my basic belief in Socialism as the one great road to progress."

This growing conviction concerning socialism was further strength-
ened by the national catastrophe of the Great Depression which struck
the United States in 1929. Every element in the economic structure of
the nation was affected by the impact and dislocation of these days.
The Negro community suffered from the ensuing unemployment and the
hardships it brought. For the DuBoises it meant the loss of their per-
sonal savings and what little property they possessed. Here once again
the life-time habit of living frugally within their means stood them well.
They survived and made their contribution to the success of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and his New Deal.

In 1936, thanks to a fellowship offered him to study industrial edu-
cation in Germany, he again visited that country for five months, and
then went on to Moscow, from which he later took the Trans-Siberian
Railroad to Manchuria. Two months were spent in China and Japan,
after which he returned to the United States by way of Hawaii. This
first brief impression of two of the major areas of Asia opened his eyes
to the mass poverty and hopeless misery of the majority of the human
race, and it enlarged his concept of the potential place of the coloured
peoples of the world, provided they could be freed from the chains of
the colonial and imperialistic past, and the latent energies of mind and
body utilized in their own devel,,pment.

Western Civilization--with the rise of Hitler, the Italian rape of
Ethiopia, the opening of the Spanish Civil War, and the Western-copied
imperialistic venture of Japan on the mainland of China--as far as Du
Bois was concerned--lay exposed on the dissecting table and the path-
ology was not a pretty thing. Thoroughly disturbed by all that was trans-
piring, DuBois sought the refuge of a needed point of reference with
time to reflect. When Atlanta University invited him to return to its
faculty, he accepted gladly, writing in that jaunty good humour that
followed decisions once they were made, that he was ready to go back
"to my ivory tower."
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Eight years of teaching, lecturing, writing and research carried
him through the wartime period. The literary production of these
years was considerable, for to his credit were now added two volumes
more of essays; a novel, Dark Princess, that won wide attention as
the first attempt by a Negro in the United States to employ the novel
as a form of literature, and because its characters were concerned
with the past, the present and the future of the African peoples, a new
theme in United States' fiction; the beginnings of an autobiography,
Dusk of Dawn, which he insisted was not personal but the autobiography
of a concept of race; and the introductory study for a proposed Negro..
Encyclopaedia that was the precursor of the Encyclopaedia Africana,
for which your Government so considerately brought him to Ghana in

his final years.

So we find DuBois at the end of World War II without quPlstion the

most distinguished Negro scholar and literary figure in the United
States, and a man of vision whose mind, through study, travel, re-
search and reflection, was reaching out to embrace the tragedy and
aspirations of the mass populations of the world. In 1900' he had stated
prophetically, "The problem of the Twentieth Century is the problem
of the colour line." It was a remarkable statement when it was made

but as mid-century approached, he wished to amend it somewhat. "I

still think today as yesterday, " he wrote, "that the colour line is a
great problem of this century. But today I see more clearly than yester-
day that back of the problem of race and colour, lies a greater problem
which both obscures and implements it: and that is the fact that so many
civilized persons are willing to live in comfort even if the price of this
is poverty, ignorance and disease for the majority of their fellowmen;
that to maintain this privilege men have waged war until today war
tends to become universal and continuous, and the excuse for this
continues largely to be colour and race."

The post-war world and its organization was seizing the minds
of American leadership and it was logical that the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Coloured People, putting aside its former
differences with its old editor of Crisis, invited him, the greatest
authority available to them, to become a Special Research Consultant.
DuBois, who never held grudges or nourished resentments, accepted
the proffered opportunity and, in light of the Dumbarton Oaks Confer-
ence and the burgeoning peace movement, went to work on a book,

Colour and Democracy, which called for a re-organized post-war world
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in which consideration for the wishes of colonial peoples should be
respected and no re-shuffling of territories should be indulged-in
as at the close of the First World War. DuBois was sent to San
Francisco to present a Memorial to the Assembly calling the United
Nations into being, and then in 1945 was empowered to assist in the
revival of the Pan-African Congresses, when he made the working
acquaintance of George Padmore and the man who was to become your
inspiration and first president, Dr. Kwame Nkrumah.

On his return to the United States, DuBois went to work on
the researches that lay behind his book, The Negro and Africa, and
affiliated with the Council on African Affairs, which had been started
in New York City by Max Yergan, Paul Robeson, Alphaeus Hunton,
Frederic V. Field and others.

In the spring of 1946 at a small college town in Fulton, Miss-
ouri, Mr, Winston Churchill was awarded a degree and the occasion
was used by him for a speech that is now recognized historically as
the official declaration that the cooperation of wartime between the
West and the Soviet Union was over and a new period was about to
begin. The new President of the United States, Mr. Truman, fol-
lowed on. In the year that followed the political climate in the Milted
,States underwent a profound and frightening change. Whatever name
you wish to use for those in power in a nation, whether it be the power
elite, the power structure, the ruling class or what Mr. Eisenhalicr
called "The military-industrial complex, " it was abundantly clear that
this decisive source of social and economic direction inside the United
States, confident of its relative economic power vis-a-vis the prostrate
post war world, and in possession of the initial nuclear weapons, saw
no further need of international cooperation but elected the development
of a community of expanding economic interest and the policy of con-
tainment with respect to the spread of socialism. To change the
thinking of the United States citizens in conformity with this new policy,
every means of public persuasion was set in motion, and to ensure there
should be no significant resistance, there was published in the fall of
1947 the first of several long lists of organizations in the United States
to be called "subversive." It was not surprising that among those first
listed was the Council on African Affairs. Internationally-minded and
progressive organizations all felt the public ;pressure of this official
pillorying. One after another, the conformists within their leadership
bowed to the currents of conformity and sought the ejection of those
who stood on principle by their original programatic undertakings.
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The National Association for the Advancement of Coloured People
found that DuBois's continued fidelity to the Council on African Affairs,
his sharp and incisive denunciations of colonial post-war policies,
and his penetrating analyses of the economic motivations of the cold
war--were offensive. When the Doctor followed up his written words
with political action and sought to persuade the N.A.A.C.P. leader-
ship to endorse the campaign of Mr. Henry Wallace for the presidency
on the Progressive Party ticket, as in 1924 he had persuaded them to
support Governor LaFollette, the final breach was forced, and DuBois
again was out or the street for his convictions. An office was found for
him in the reconstituted Council on African Affairs where he continued
his work. I am not going to detail this period for it is better known to
you than the earlier and formative years of his life but now it was- that
he took to the political hustings, running for the Senatorship of New
York State on the Progressive Party. He spoke wherever he could,
brief, pungent, incisive addresses, always written meticulously and
read carefully to attentive audiences, which, when he concluded,
removed his ribboned glasses, bowed slightly, and sat down, usually
remained stunned by the terse speech, and then burst into appreciative
applause. There was nothing being said throughout the country quite
like these addresses. They were analyses of the cold war and a call
for a socialist United States no longer economically and commercially
driven to expansion but through intelligent plannng and social ownership
able to play a peaceful role in a changing world.

These were difficult personal times, because the illness of Mrs.
DuBois had developed into a condition of invalidism; expensive medical
care was required, some of which was defrayed with the help of Pro-
gressive Party friends. The campaign was a bitter disappointment, for
Mr. Truman, with all the shrewdness of Madison Avenue promotion
techniques, made peace the issue and so beclouded the atmosphere
that the Third Party Movement, which was the real party of peace,
while it drew vast crowds, did not receive the votes; and perhaps some
deep-seated public sense of apprehension at the interior strength of
Mr. Henry Wallace was involved as well. He was a man not ready to
make a real break, such as the times required, with the capitalist
economy of the United States, and when the logic of leadership required
him to cross the Rubicon and never turn back, he could not take the
step. For the Doctor, the cup of bitterness and sorrow was full, when
to all else was added the death of his beloved wife.
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Yet, where any other human being would have resigned himself
to old age and death, there remained a latent vigour and vitality that
suddenly were to be challenged to accomplish what history may well
consider the most important contribution of the Doctor's entire life.

His concern about the motivations of the cold wa.e, and his fear
of the misuse of the new atomic weapons, led him to accept his first
invitation to attend an international peace conference and before long
he had become a member of the World Peace Council, for he had
come to see that the powerful forces at work within the United States
had such terrific momentum that they would need the check of world
opinion to hold them in leash. When the peace forces outside the
United States sought some distinguished figure to form a group of
United States citizens to create a Peace Information Centre in their
own country to disseminate information about the world peace move-
ment, and when that Centre undertook successfully to circulate the
Stockholm Peace Pledge calling for the elimination of all nuclear
weapons, it was Dr. DuBois, the world figure, the hope - inspired,
friend of socialist developments and the ferment of African Nation-
alism, who gave the leadership. He knew the risks, and he met them
courageously when the brutal blow fell upon him and his associates.
Under a law requiring the "Registration of Foreign Agents, " he and
his associates were arrested and arraigned before a Federal Grand
Jury. This venerable man on his 83rd birthday suffered the humili-
ation of being finger-printed and photographed in handcuffs, and was
publicly indicted as a criminal, liable to a prison sentence that at his
age would surely encompasb his death. "I have faced during my life-
time many unpleasant experiences, " wrote Dr. DuBois, "the growl
of a mob, the personal threat of murder.... But nothing has cowed
me as that day when I took my seat in a Washington courtroom as an
indicted criminal. ''

It was a political frame-up, and so the element within the United
States that retained its sanity and of course world opinion understood
it. From every State of the country and from many nations abroad
came protestations of shock and horror. The Doctor and his assoc-
iates were ultimately acquitted. But the damage was done to him, as
it was similarly done to so many other progressive and world-minded
American writers, artists, actors and film-makers, trade unionists,
teachers, clergymen--indeed, any one in a position to influence pub-
lic opinion against the national policy. The United States Congress
established the House Un-American Activities Committee to proscribe
and destroy dissenters, and passed the "Internal Security Acts of
1950 and 1954, " designed to render the Communist Party inoperative,
to shatter the Left, to frighten and split the Liberals of good will,
and generally render difficult the discussion and advocacy of social
change.
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The wonderful thing is, that against this ugly background, life
began to reward the Doctor in so many surprising ways. Beyond
a doubt, the greatest benefaction was Ms marriage to the brilliant
young writer, Shirley Graham, which brought, to him the loveliest
blessing a man can have, intellectual and domestic comradeship and
the awareness, since he knew that time must oue day run out, that
there would be an amanuensis and legatee to complete his work.
And there came a home on a shaded street on Brooklyn Heights, nor
far from my parish church, where friends gathered; and to go there,
especially when the United Nations was in session across the ric=er
in Manhattan, was to find the great of the earth wending their way to
the DuBois' home, until a State Department, revengeful, declared
Brooklyn out of bounds to diplomats from socialist countries.

From this new home, he and Shirley went abroad as the guests
of the World Peace Movement, visited Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union, which honoured the Doctor by presenting him with the Lenin
International Peace Award, and then,, the final and greatest thrill of
the Doctor's entire lifetime, his reception in the People's Republic
of China, when his birthday was made the occasion of national venera-
tion, and the world's oldest and richest civilization paid its tribute
to the wisdom and integrity of one who could well adorn its scarlet
silken tapestries as the symbol of Old Age at its wonderful flood-tide.
We, the Doctor's friends in the United States, who are being kept at
arm's length from familiarity with the New China, saw the light in
the Doctor's eyes, when he compared the China he had visited in 1936
and this newly aroused multitude of people who have learned a road
out of their hopelessness into strength and happiness.

In the United States during these cold war years there has been
a cultivated indoctrination of the idea that socialism is evil and war
against its spread inevitable. Against such irresponsible and unin-
formed talk Dr. DuBois spoke out in no uncertain words. "One thing.
I know, " he wrote in The Black Flame, "Today/ more than ever, war
is utterly evil and completely indefensible in terms of human morals
or decency or civilization. Nothing on earth is so completely useless,
so inexcusably vile. War no longer brings victory to either side. It
is planned and deliberate murder of human beings, the complete des-
truction of the earth's treasures... Down with war! Never again war.
War is the bottomless pit to which human beings have fallen in this
20th century of the miscalled Prince of Peace!"
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In the Old Testament, it is written that the Lord spoke to
Moses and said, "This day have I set before you Life and Death,
Good and Evil; choose ye, therefore, Life and Good."

In modern humanistic terms the great Leo Tolstoi restated his
ancient dictum: "I say that there is an absolute good and an absolute
bad; for all that unites is good and beautif731; and all that separates
humanity is absolutely bad and ugly." DuBois cited these words with
great approval and made them his own, quoting James Russell Lowell 's
words about Truth:

Those love her best, who to themselves are true,
And what they dare to dream of, dare to do.

There was yet one final gracious benefaction to be bestowed upon
the Doctor as his life drew to its noble end--the invitation from your
President to him, suggesting that he comE to Ghana, to live and work,
and draw upon his amazing store of erudition and experience in plan-
ning an Encyclopaedia Africana. Of his stay here, and the many satis-
factions he enjoyed amongst you, there is no need to speak, save this;
in the name of all the Doctor's many friends throughout the United
States, may I voice our heartfelt appreciation-and gratitude for the
almost filial protection and affection your President has shown to our
beloved friend, and for all that life and citizenship and now honored
burial in Ghana, have meant and mean for him.

Death has now come to him, as it must come to all men. In antici-
pation of that day, long years ago, he wrote words that may well serve
as his epitaph:

Farewell! No sound of idle mourning let there be
to shudder this full silence--save the voice
Of children--little children, white and black,
Whispering the deeds I tried to do for them;
While I at last unguided and alone
Pass softly, full softly.

The news came to us dramatically. Miss Brewer, who has sung
these beautiful spirituals he so dearly loved, and I were both in Wash-
ington, in the vast throng of two hundred and fifty thousand people
gathered before the marble Lincoln Memorial, when the announcement
of the death of Dr. DuBois was made, and a vast silence ensued. A
woman was overheard to cry out, "It is just like Moses. He was not
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given to enter the Promised Land." For myself, I wondered. Per-
haps he was, in the sense he coveted. (For every informed person
in that greatest throng ever gathered in a demonstration in our nation's
capital knew that it was the end result of his inspiration. )

So, to his "Farewell" to us, we must now say our "Farewell" to

him. "You, dear W.F. B. , have been for all of us one of the Greet
Companions, Journeyer in your sublime old age, calm, expanded,

broad with the haughty breadth of the universe, and yet at the same
time, 0 enjoyer of life and lover of children, the sharer in our sim-
plicities. You have enabled us to believe once more that Man, in the
ideal, is so noble and sparkling, such a grand and glorious creature,
that over any ignominious blemish in him, and in you, we shall ever
run to throw our costliest garments."

In that Song of the Road the poet you so loved, concludes:

"To know the universe itself is a road,
as many roads,
as roads for travelling souls
Forever alive, forever forward,
Stately, solemn, sad, withdrawn,
baffled, mad, turbulent, feeble, dissatisfied,
Desperate, proud, fond, sick,
Accepted by men, rejected by men,
They go! They go !
I know that they go,
but I know not where they go;
But I know that they go toward the best- -
Toward something great,"



APPENDIX

A. DUBOIS CHRONOLOGY SUMMARY

DuBois founded five magazines--MOON, HORIZON, PHYLON,
THE CRISIS, THE BROWNIES BOOK, and he helped to establish
FREEDOMWAYS.

Founder of the militant Niagara movement and one of the prin-
cipal leaders in the creation of the NAACP which the Niagara member-
ship joined in a body to give the much-needed immediate black base to
the new organization.

Wrote 20 fine books.

Contributed to over 50 important American magazines--wrote for
rncre than 100!

Taught in four American collegesWilberforce, University of Penn,
Atlanta University, and the New School of Social Research.

Wrote hundreds of important editorials and essays and contributed
chapters to many anthologies.

More than any other person helped to create the Negro intelligentsia.

Originated many of the ideas and programs used in modern civil
rights movemen4: and for this he has deservedly been called the "Father of
the Civil Rights Movement."

Delivered many lectures to groups in Europe, Asia, Africa during
15 extended trips abroad. And, of course, he lectured tirelessly in the
United States for more than half a century.

Formulated and wrote several important documents for organizations- -
documents which are, now with the great revival of interest in DuBois,
rapidly coming to be considered important papers helping to form the
liberal, democratic American tradition.

Lived out his 95 years in a manner consistent with his great ideals
thus providing a life example which is in itself an inspiration.

One of the most active world leaders in six great Pan-African con-
ventions and is credited with having helped to create two African states- -
Ghana and Liberia. For this Herculean labor he is considered a saint
by rrAny black people throughout the world.



1868, February

1875-1884

1885-1888

W. E. B. DU BOIS CHRONOLOGY

Born in the Berkshire Hills of Great Barrington,
Massachusetts, son of Mary Silvina (nee Burg-
hardt) DuBois and Alfred DuBois.

Attended public school in Great Barrington. Grad-
uated from high school in 1884. Was Valedictorian
speaker with aubject: "Wendell Phillips."

Attended Fisk University at Nashville, Tennessee.
Taught summer school for two years in back-country
Tennessee school to augment his Fisk scholarFhip
of $100 a year provided by hometown minister. Editor
of the FISK HERALD.

1888 Entered Harvard as a junior.

1890 Won his B.A. at Harvard. As a commencement
speaker- -one of six--chose subject: Jefferson Davis
as representative of Southern civilization. Wide
attention given his address.

1892-1894 Student at University of Berlin with a Slater Fund grant.
Toured Europe for first time (during lifetime made 15
extended trips abroad--to Europe, Asia, Africa).

1896 Won Ph.D. at Harvard. His theses "Suppression
of the Slave Trade in the United States" was printed
as Volume 1 in famous Harvard University History
series. (Recently reprinted after over 70 years!)

1896 Became professor of Greek and Latin at Wilberforce
College in Ohio.

1896 Married student, pretty Nina Gomer of Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Marriage was successful. After her death 50
years later (she is buried in the Mahaiwe Cemetary
in Great Barrington), in 1951 DuBois married Shirley
Graham, the writer. She survived him and resides
abroad.



1897 Instructor for a year at University of Pennsylva:Ma
(except for a brief period of teaching at the New
School of Social Research in New York City, th'_s
was the only opportunity in his life as educator to
teach in a white university, and, although several
white universities--including Harvard--gave honorary
degrees to Booker T. Washington, none has ever been
given to DuBois), Also in this year he did his famous
sociological research which was published in 1899,
PHILADELPHIA NEGRO. (This was also recently
reprinted after a 65-year wait ! )

1900 Active participant as secretary for--and wrote report
for first of the great Pan-African congresses, held in
London.

1900 Son Burghardt (3-years old) died. Buried in Great
Barrington.

1897-1910 Professor of economics and history at Atlanta University.
Supervised research and wrote reports for famous
"Atlanta Studies" printed as 16 monographs on many
phases of Southern race relations--first important
sociological studies made in America. THE NEW YORK
TIMES reprinted these monographs- -after 60 years !--
in 1968.

Daughter Yolande born. She later married Countee Cullen.
1903 Wrote SOULS OF BLACK FOLK which won him recog-

nition as one of the two great Negro leaders of the cen-
tury. Over 30 reprintings.

1906 Founded THE MOON, a magazine published in Memphis.
In 1907 founded HORIZON, a magazine published in
Washington, D.C. These publications may be considered
the parents of THE CRISIS which he founded in 1910.

1905-1909 Created the Niagara Movement, the militant civil rights
body which later merged with the young NAACPwhich
DuBois also helped to create--giving to the NAACP its
much-needed black base. Several influential Niagara
annual conferences--Niagara, Canada, Harper's Ferry,
W. Va., Boston, and Oberlin, Ohio.
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1909 Wrote his book JOHN BROWN.

1909 Completed elaborate plans and outlines - -with
international sponsorship of scholars, including
William Jones and Franz Boas--for a great com-
prehensive ENCYCLOPE')IA AFRICANA. Later
published outline volume of this. But unable to
finance the plan until the Republic of Ghana invited
DuBois to that country in his 91st year.

1909-1910 Active member of the group which founded the NAACP.
Became director of publicity and research. Founded
the CRISIS, possibly the most influential journal ever
published in the United States, which he edited contin-
uously until 1934 when he resigned over policy conflict
in the NAACP.

1911 Wrote sociological novel THE QUEST OF THE GOLDEN
FLEECE.

1911 Attended Universal Races Congress in England.

1911 Joined Socialist Party. Became an editor of a radical
magazine THE N.e.;'W REVIEW published in New York City.

1913 Wrote and produced important educational outdoor drama
THE STAR OF ETHIOPIA in New York City. Later shown
to great audiences in Philadelphia, Washington, and
Hollywood.

1916 Amenia,N.Y.Conference. DuBois now most influential
Negro leader.

191'7-1919 Although DuBois hated war, he supported the United
States in World War 1 on "lesser evil" basis. Worked
for Negro officer-training school in Des Moines. Wrote
controversial editorial "Close Ranks" for THE CRISIS.

The first great test of his idea of "voluntary race
segregation" as a tactic. Went to Paris for NAACP
during peace period. Made important findings of official
discrimination by American Government and military
against Negro troops, Accumulated material for a book
on the subject which he published in outline in THE CRISIS



in 1919. Took lead in founding the modern Pan-
African movement with a Congress in Paris in 1919.
May 1919 controversial editorial in THE CRISIS
demanding equal rights for all colored peoples at
home and abroad. Issue temporarily denied mailing
privileges. Worked with Mandates Commission of
League of Nations but was disappointed that the League
did not take an anti-colonial position.

1920 Wrote DARK WATER, a book of essays and creative
writing which reveals DuBois as the master propagan-
dist for racial justice.

1920 Won coveted Spingarn Medal., which is awarded annually
to most effective fighter for civil rights. He won it for
his work in the Pan-African Congresses.

1920-1921 Founded and helped to edit and write THE BROWNIE'S
BOOK, a beautiful and effective publication aimed at
the education of "our children of the sun" (especially
that but for all children). It aimed at instilling race
pride and the idea that "Black is Beautiful." Ran for
two years but did not pay its way and there were no sub-
sidies from white philanthropy.

1921 One of leaders in calling Pan-African Congresses at
Brussels, London, and Paris.

1923 Represents the United States at inauguration of President
'L'ubman of Liberia.

1924 Writes GIFT OF BLACK FOLK.

1926 Makes first visit to the Soviet Union. Wrote an important
editorial on visit in THE CRISIS (Feb. 1927).

1927 (average date) Helps create Harlem Renaissance; using
his own influence and the pages of THE CRISIS. First
publisher of many of the writers and artists of the move-
ment. Founded Krigwa Players.

1927 Helps organize Fourth Pan-African Congress in New York
City.



1929-- Through the depression. Increasing radicalism
and interest in voluntary self-segregation for black
people as weapon to attack enforced segregation.
Interest in business cooperation or black collectivism.

1934 Resigns from THE CRISIS and NAACP over two issues:
(1) pluralism or black self-segregation, and (2) indepen-
dence of THE CRISIS.

1934-1944 Back as educator. Atlanta University as head of
Department of Sociology.

1935 Writes BLACK RECONSTRUCTION.

1940 Founds influential opinion and literary journal (still
published) at Atlanta University. Gave it the name
PHYLON.

1943 Organizes Conference of Land-Grant Colleges as part
of Ms plan for a great system of southern Negro uni-
versities.

1936 Extended world tour of study and observation.

1939 Writes BLACK FOLK, THEN AND NOW.

1940 Writes DUSK OF DAWN.

1944 Tours Caribbean countries including Haiti and Cuba.

1944 invited back to NAACP to head up special research
work.

1945 NAACP sends DuBois, along with Walter White and Ralph
Bunche, as official consultant to help in the work of
founding United Nations. Using his experience obtained
in 1919 working with League of Nations and Mandates
Commission DuBois tries to get U.N. to take firm stand
against colonialism and racial injustice in United States.

1945 Presides at Fifth Pan-African Congress at Manchester,
England.

1945 Co-author with Dr. Guy B. Johnson of Fncyclopedia of
the Negro, a kind of preliminary, detailed outline of
his plan for doing his Encyclopedia Africana which he
proposed as early as 1909.



1.945 Writes COLOR AND DEMOCRACY

1947 Writes "An Appeal to the World" for the NAACP and
presents it as a proposed program to the United Nations.
Argued that persecuted American Negro minority, which
he called a "nation within a nation, " should have inter-
national protection.

1947 Writes THE WORLD AND AFRICA.

1948 Final break with NAACP over policy and personality
clash with Secretary Walter White.

1949 Attends various international peace conferences organized
with the cooperation of left-wing groups in Paris, Moscow,
and New York City. Peace was to be one of his chief con-
cerns for the rest of his life.

1950 Candidate for U.S. Senator from New York on radical
Progressive Party ticket.

1950-1953 Persecution and indictment on Federal charge of being an
"unregistered foreign agent, " because of his activities in
circulating so-called Stockholm Peace Petition. Judge
McGuire threw out indictment without trial. This embit-
tered him till his death.

1951 Marries Shirley Graham.
Writes In Battle For Peace.

1958-1959 Further travels to the East, China, Africa, Soviet Union.

1959 Soviet Academy of Sciences. Creates Institute for Study
of Pan-African History using DuBois plan.

1957-1960 Writes "The Black Flame" trilogy of novels.

1960 Writes his long autobiography (published post-humously
in 1968).

1961 At age of 93 joins the Communist Party.

1963 Becomes a citizen of Ghana. Begins work on his great
Encyclopedia Africana. Dies. Given state funeral in
Accra, Ghana.

1963 to date: One of greatest revivals of his written words ever enjoyed
by any American writer, white or black.
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B. Magazine Articles by W.E. B. DuBois
Selected From the Fift Ma'or Publications to which he Contributed

"Enforcement of the Slave-Trade Laws, " Annual Report of American
Historical Association (1891).

"The Study of Negro Problems, " Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science (1898).

"A Negro Schoolmaster in the New South., " Atlantic Monthly (Jan. 1899).

"The Suffrage Fight in Georgia, " Independent (Nov. 30, 1899).

"The Freedmen's Bureau, " Atlantic Monthly (March, 1901).

"The Storm and Stress in the Black World, " Dial (April 16, 1901).

"Results of Ten Tuskegee Conferences, " Harper's WeelAy. (Jan.22, 1901).

"The Relation of the Negroes to the Whites in the South, "Annals of Amer-
ican Academy of Political and Social Sciences (July, 1901).

"The Black North, " New York Times (Nev. 17, 24; Dec. 1, 8, 15, 1901).

"The Opening of the Library, "LncispsiAsi(April 3, 1902).

"Of the Training of Black Men, " Atlantic Monthly (September 1902).

"Possibilities of the Negro, " Booklover's Magazine (July, 1903).

"The Laboratory in Sociology at Atlanta, " Annals of American Academy
of Political and Social Sciences (May, 1903).

"The Training of Negroes for Social Power, " Outlook (Oct. 17, 1903).

"The Negro Problem from the Negro Point of View, " World Today,
(April, 1904).

"The Development of a People, "International Journal of Ethics, (April,
1904).



"Credo, " Independent (October 6, 1904).

"American Negro at Paris, " American Monthly Review of Reviews,
(November, 1900).

"The Burden of Negro Schooling, " Independent (July 18, 1901)

"The Negro as He Really Is, " World's Work (June, 1901).

" The Negro and Crime, " Independent (May 18, 1899).

"The Spawn of Slavery, " Missionary Review of the World (October,
1901).

"The Religion of the American Negro, " New World (December, 1900).

"The Freedmen and Their Sons," Independent (November 14, 1901).

"The Tragedy of Atlanta, " World Today (November 1906).

"The Southerner's Problem, " Dial (May 1, 1905).

"The Niagara Movement, " Voice of the Negro (September, 1905).

"The Economic Future of the Negro, " Publicationa of American Econo-
mic Association (February, 1906).

"A Litany at Atlanta, " Independent (October 11, 1906).

"The Color Line Belts the World, " Colliers (October 20, 1906).

"The Negro and Socialism, " Horizon (February 1907).

"The Negro Question in the United States, " written for Max Weber's
magazine, Germany (1906).

"Race Friction Between Black and White, " American Journal Sociology,.
(May, 1908).

"National Committee on the Negro," Survey (June 12, 1909).

"Socialism and the Negro Problem, " New Review (February 1, 1913).
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"The African Roots of War, " Atlantic Monthly (May, 1915).

"The Negro in Literature and Art, " Annals of American Academy
of Political and Social Sciences (September, 1913).

"Of the Culture of White Folk, " Journal of Race Development (April,
1917).

"On Being Black, " New Republic (February 18, 1920).

"The Republicans and the Black Voter, " Nation (June 5, 1920).

"The South and a Third Party, " New Republic (January 3, 1923).

"The Dilemma of the Negro, " American Mercury_(October, 1924).

"What is Civilization? Africa's Answer, " Forum (Feibruary, 1925).

"Worlds of Color, " ForejEL Affairs (April, 1925).

"The Shape of Fear, " North Amer;can Review (June, 1926).

"Liberia and Rubber, New Republic (November 18, 1925).

"Back to Africa, " Century (February, 1923). (Marcus Garvey Editorial).

"The Primitive Black Man, " Nation (December 17, 1924).

"Reconstruction and Its Benefits, " American Historical Review (July,
1910).

"The Hampton Strike, " Nation (November 2, 1927).

"Race Relations in the United States, " Annals of American Academy
of Political and Social Sciences (November, 1928).

"Education and Work, " Howard UniN,ersiIyilLetin (January, 1931).

"Will the Church Remove the Color Line, " Christian C (December,
9, 1931).

"A Negro Nation Within the Nation, " Current Hh3tory (June, 1935).



"Inter-Racial Implications of the Ethiopian Crisis, Foreign Affairs,
(October, 1935).

"Social Planning for the Negro: Past and Present, " Journal of Negro
Education (January, 1936).

"Black Africa Tomorrow, " Foreign Affairs (October, 1938).

"Where Do We Go From Here, " Journal of Negro Education, (January,
1939).

"Chronicle of Race Relations, " Phylon (1942, Ch. 3, pp. 105 -115).

"The Realities in Africa, " Foreign Affairs (July, 1943).

"Reconstruction; Seventy-five Years After," Pa lon (1943, pp. 205 -212).

"Prospects of a World Without Race Conflict, " American Journal of
Sociology (March, 1944).

"What He Meant to the Negro, " New Masses (FDR) (April 24, ).

"Colonies and Moral Responsibility, " Journal of Negro Education (Sum-
mer, 1946).

"Common Objectives, " Soviet Russia Today (August, 1946).

"Behold the Land, " New Masses (January 14, 1947).

"Can the Negro Expect Freedom by 1965, " Negro Digest (April, 1947).

"The Most Hopeful State in the World, " Soviet Russia Today (November,
1947).

"From McKinley to Wallace: My Fifty Years as a Political Independent, "
Masses and Mainstream (August, 1948).

"Race Relations in the United States, 1917- 1947, " Phylon (1948, Chapter
9, pp.234-247).

"The Negro Since 1900: A Progress Report, " New York Times Magazine
(November 21, 1948).



"Negroes and the Crisis of Capitalism in the United States, " Monthly
Review (April, 1950).

"American Negroes and Africa, " National Guardian (February 14, 1955).

"Pan-Africa: A Mission in My Life,' United Asia (April, 1955).

"China and Africa, " New World Review (April, 1959).

"The Negro People and the United States, " Freedomways (Spring, 1961).

"The Conservation of Races, "ArnericanNegro .LAcay_dem (Occasional
Papers II, 1897).

"The Negro and Crime, " Independent (Li. 1899, 1355-7).

"The Souls of White Folk, " Independent (August 18, 1910).

"The Religion of the American Negro," New World (Decemter, 1900).

"The Value of Agitation," Voice of the Negro (IV, March, 1907).

"Marrying of Black Folk, " Independent (October 13, 1910).

"The Negro and the YMCA, " Horizon (March, 1910).

"The Economic Aspects of Race Prejudice, " Editorial Review (May, 1916).

"The Negro Takes Stock, " New Republic (Janury, 2, 1924).

"France's Black Citizens in West Africa, "Current (July, 1925).

"The Hosts of Black Labor, " Nations (May 9, 1923).

"The Problem of the Twentieth Century is the Problem of the Color Line,'''
Atlantic Monthly_ (1901).

"Garrison and the Negro, "IE.dsp(December 7, 1905).
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C. BIBLIOGRAPHY

(Selections from DuBois' Writings in THE CRISIS)

First editorial November 1910. "Policy toward truth and purpose."

"The Black Man and the Unions" March, 1918.

"Organized Labor" July, 1912.

"The American Federation of Labor" August 1924.

"Close Ranks" July, 1918. Support of World War I on "lesser evil" basis.

Documents of the World War (I) May and June, 1919.

"The Pan-African Congress" April, 1919.

Controversial editorial on post-war demands by Negroes, May, 1919.

Marcus Garvey, December 1920. Voluntary segregation.

"The perpetual Dilemma" April, 1917. Segregated Negro officer-training.

"Socialism and the Negro" October 1921.

"Ghandi and India" March, 192.

"Judging Russia" February 1927. Based on his first trip to the USSR.

"The Name Negro" March, 1928. Race pride.

Scottsboro Boys editorial, September 1931. Negro and communism.

"The Depression, " December 1931.

"Karl Marx and the Negro, " March, 1933.

Frederick Douglass. December 1915, August 1917, February 1918.
(Saving Cedar Hill home.)

"Criteria of Negro Art, " October 1926. Also Vol. 32, pp. 290-297.

"The Sin and the Holy Ghost, " December 1911. Negro misleaders.
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"The House of the Black Burghardts, " April, 1928. Autobiography.

".A. Mild Suggestion, " January 1912. Morbid humor on racial self-
extermination.

"Marxism and the Negro Problem, " May 1933.

"The Future and Function of the Private Negro College, " LIII, pp.234-6.
254. (1946)

"Three Centuries of Discrimination," LIV, pp.301-4. 379-80. (1947)

"John Hope: Scholar and Gentleman, " September 1948.

"Editing the CRISIS, " March 1951.

"Freeing of India," LIV, pp.301-4, 316-17. (1947)

"Truth, " April 1917. THE CRISIS policy toward.

For study of self-segregation controversy editorials are essential for
January, February, March, April, May, June, 1934.

"Awake, " April 1917. Program and discrimination.

"Let us Reason Together, " September 1919. Self defense.

"The Fruit of the Tree, " September 1913. Racism.

"Refinement and Love, " December 1916. Self-Defense.

"Gall of Bitterness, " February 1912. THE CRISIS policy of bitter truth.

Booker T. Washington Obituary, December 1915. Fair but harshly critical.

"Education, " July, 1915. Answer to Tuskeegee Machine Plan.

"The Servant in the House, " April, 1912. Sanctity of labor; hostility to
menial work.

"Awake America, " September 1917. Asks country to enter war with
clean hands.



"Social Equality, " November 1911.

"Race Pride, " September 1917. Militant slogans on placards in "silent
parade" against lynching.

"Balls, " October 1919. Negro dances. Black is beautiful.

"Divine Right, " March 1912. White rape of Negro women.

"Intermarriage, " February 1913.

"Philippine Mulattoes, " April, 1916.

"Decency, " June 1912,. Re: intermarriage laws.

"Lynching a Woman, " August 19121

"Lynching an Elephant, " November 1916.

"C*.ime and Lynching, " January, 1912.

"Shabuta Lynchings, " May, 1919.

February 1919, resume of lynchings in 1918.

"Southerners," November 1913. Ridicules white civilization.

"Civilization in the South," August 19141 and March 1917. Destroys
pretences.

"The House of Jacob, " September 1916. Attacks Southern civilization.

January 1913: DuBois' personal philosophy, "I am Resolved."

"Thanksgiving, November 1911. Thanks for being black.

"Birth of a Nation, " November 1915. KKK.

"The Terrible Good; " September 1916. White church and YMCA. sup-
port of KKK.

"Brothers Come North, " Jazm .: a 1920. Advocates Negro migration.
from South.



"Tuskeegee Resolutions, " March 1917 and June 1917. On need for
migration.

"Anarchism,'' August 1912. Chain Gangs. Class justice.

"Logic, " January 1915. Chain Gangs. Class justice.

"Lies, " September 1913. Chain gangs. Class justice.

"The White Christ, " March 1915.

"Battle of New Orleans, " March 1916. Race pride.

"Jim Crow, " February 1919. Segregation.

"Colonel Charles Young, " October 1917. Discrimination by military.

"Votes for Women, " August 1915.

Basic Fallacy, etc., July 1915. Education.

"Episcopal Church," December 1913. Christian racism.

"Immortal Children, " October 1916.

"Slaughter of Innocents, " October 1913. Peace and children's welfare.

BROWNIE'S BOOK (children's magazine), September 1919 and Oct. 1919.

"American Legion, " September 1919. Organization's racism.

"Jim Crow Argument, " April 1913.

"Hurt Hound," April 1913. Racist America.

"Hail Columbia, " April 1913. White violence against white women's suf-
frage marchers.

"Triumph," September 1911. Lynching with impunity. Official approval.

May 1913. Peace advocacy re: St. Louis peace convention,

"Black Bastille, " September 1917. Prisons of Racism.



"The Philosophy of Mr. Dole," May 1914. Long expose of racism
in America.

"Work for Black Folk, " February 1914. Program.

"Keep Him in His Place, " December 1916. Racist Atlanta.

"The Shifty American Bar, " October 1912. Semi-official racism.

"Josiah Royce, ' September 1916. A white hero and Harvard teacher.

February 1920. Much on massacre of Blacks in Elaine, Arkansas.

Fisk Student Strikes, October 1924 and April and June 1925.

Civil Rights. Violation of 14th Amendment. August 1913. May 1915.

Votes for W °Men, support of. September 1912.

The Defeat of Judge Parker of North Carolina re: Supreme Court appoint-
ment. July 1930.
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DuBois Essa s in Books Written b Others

A Selection

Annual Report of the American Historical Association (1891).
"The Enforcement of the Slave Trade Laws, " 161-174.

An Anthology of American Negro Literature, ed. V.F. Calverton (1929)
pp. 277-298. ''The Freedmen's Bureau."

Reading for Writiva ed. Ivan E. Taylor and Saunders Reading (1952)
pp 50 54. "Of the Wings of Atlanta."

Booker T. Washington and His Critics, ed. Hugh Hawkins (1962)
pp.27-32; 33-40. DuBois two articles on Washington.

The Democratic Spirit, ed. Bernard Smith (1941) pp 591-99. "The Souls
of Black Folk."

Voices of Dissent: An Anthology of Individualist Thought in the United
States, ed. Arthur A.E. Kirch, Jr. (1964) pp.195-204. "The
Souls of Black Folk."

The Negro Prob m, by Booker T. Washington, W.E. B. DuBois et al
(1901) pp. 31-75. "The Talented Tenth."

The Encyclopedia Americana. Vol. II (1904). "The Negro in America."

A Documentary History of the Negro Peoilein the United States, ed. Her-
bert Aphteker (1951) pp.907-910. 1906 Niagara Address and
other articles.

The Negro Caravan, ed. Sterling Brown (1941) pp.321-324. "A Litany
at Atlanta."

The11:11, by Booker T. Washington, W.E. B. DuBois (1907)
pp.79-122; 125-191. Two DuBois articles on religion and
economics.

A John Brown Reader, ed. Louis Ruchames (1959) pp. 339-347. 'A Riddle
of the Sphinx."



P oceedin of the National Ne o Conference (1909) pp. 79 -88; 142-158.
"Evolution of Race Problem" andTwo articles by DuBois,

"Politics and History."

Paper s on Inter-Racial Problems (1911) ed. G. Spiller. "The Negro
in America

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored P222121, A .§Sucly
in Prey sure Groins, by Warren D. St. James (1958). DuBois
"Documentary Reviews of NAACP Conferences 1911."

Primer for White Folks, ed. Bucklin MOW. (1945). "African Culture."

These United States: A Symposium, ed. Ernest H. Gruening (1923).
"Georgia: The Invisible Empire State."

The New Ne ro: An Inte retation, ed. Alain Locke (1925). "The Negro
Mind Reaches Out."

The n Affairs Reader, ed. Hamilton Fish Armstrong (1947).
"Worlds of Color."

The Negro in American Civilization, ed. Charles S. Johnson (1930).
"The Negro Citi,zen."

America as Americans See It, ed. Fred J. Ringel (1932). "Black America."

R4construction in the South, ed. Edwin C. Rozwenc (1952). "The Black
Prolitariat in South Carolina."

The Harvard Book: Selections from Three Centuries, ed. William
Bentinck-Smith (1953). "The Outer, Whiter World of Harvard."

WVilants, ed. Rayford W. Logan (1944). "My Evolving
Program for Negro Freedom."

The American Looks at the World, ed. Carlos H. Baker (1944). "A
Voyage to Liberia."

Colonial and Colored Unity, ed. George Padmore (1945). "The Pan-African
Movement."
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§..RE.21-222....ce, ed. Daniel S. Gillmor (1949). "The Future of
Intellectual Freedom."

Toward a Socialist America, ed. Helen L. Alfred (1958). "The Negro
and Socialism."

jewish Life Anthology, 1946 -1956, ed. Louis Harap (1956). "200 Years
of Segregated Schools."

The Albert Schweitzer Jubilee Book, ed. A.A. Roback (1945). "The Black
Man and Albert Schweitzer."

Race Prejudice e and Discrimination ) ed. Arnold Rose (1951).
"Three Centuries of Discrimination Against the Negro."

Papers on Inter-Racial Problems, ed. G. Spiller (1911). "The Negro
Rise in the United States." DuBois answer B. T.W. Lecture
in England.

From Servitude to Service, Kelly Miller et al (Cambridge, 1905). DuBois
article on "Atlanta."

Trust and Non Self-Governing Territories, ed. Merze Tate (1948). "A
Program for Emancipation of Colonial Peoples."
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Pamphlets or Pamphlet-Type Wr tin

by W.E.B. DuBois

"Africa: Its Geography, People, and Products, " Halde n Julius Blue Book,
63p. 1930.

"Africa, Its Place in History, " Haldeman-Julius Blue Book, 63p. 1930.

"The Negro in the Black Belt, " U.S. Department of Labor (May, 1899).

"The Negro Landholder of Georgia, " U.S. Department of Labor (July, 1901).

"The Negro Farmer, " U.S. Department of Labor :1904). #8 Bureau of Census.

"Disfranchisement, " National Women's Suffrage Association (1912). Pro-
womens Suffrage.

"Appeal to the World, " (NAACP) (1947) Protest against U.S. Racism, 94p.

"The Economic Aspects of Race Prejudice, " New York City Republican Club
(March 5, 1910).

"Amenia Conference, " Troutbeck Press (1925). 18 pages.

"Shall the Negro be Encouraged to Seek Cultural Equality, " Chicago Forum
(1929) 24 pages.

"What the Negro Has Done for the United States and Texas, " U.S. Department
of Commerce (1936) 10 pages.

"I Speak for Peace, " American Labor Party (1950). 4 pages.

"I Take My Stand for Peace," New Masses & Mainstream (1951). 15 pages.

"Socialism Today, " Afro-American Books (1964) 8 pages.

"The Story of Benjamin Franklin, " Secretariat of World Council of Peace (1956)
36 pages.

"The Immortal Child--Background in Crises in Education, " Afro-American
Books (1964).



"The Damnation of lb omenPredictions on Fatherless and Dependent
Children, " Afro-American Books (1964).

"A Pageant in Seven Decades, " Atlanta University (1938) 44 pages.

"The Revelation of Saint Orfsne the Damned, " Hemphitl Press, Nash-
villa (1938) 16 pages.

"The Conservation of Races, " Washington (1897) (from Occasional Papers
no. 11 American Negro Academy).

"Careers Open to College-Bred Negroes, " Nashville (1898). 12 pages.
(two addresses delivered at Fisk University).

"The Niagara Movement, Declaration of Principles. (1905) 4 pages.

"Pan-Africanism: A Mission in My Life, " pp. 23 -28 (A United Asia pamphlet)

"Race Relations in the United States: An Appeal to England and Europe, "
(October 1910). Answer to BTW Lecture.

"Race Philosophy and Politics for Negro Life in the North, " Mimeographed
speech (New York 1936).

"The Future of Africa," New York (1919). Address contained in pamphlet
Africa in the World peraosacL(address at anynial NAACP meeting).

"Heredity and the Public Schools, " Washington (1904).
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F. WIBLIOGRAPHY: THE 21 BOOKS BY DUBOIS

1. The Suppression of the Slave Trade to the United States of
America. 1896.

2. The Philadelphia Negro. 1899.

3. The Souls of Black Folk. 1903.

4. John Brown. 1909.

5. The Quest of the Golden Fleece (novel). 1911.

6. The Negro. 1915.

7. Darlwater. 1920.

8. The Gift of Black Folk. 1924.

9. Dark Princess (novel). 1928.

10. Black Reconstruction. 1935.

11. Black Folk, Then and Now. 1939.

12. Dusk of Dawn. 1940.

13. Encyclopedia of the Negro. 1945.

14. Color and Democracy. 1945.

15. The World and Africa. 1947.

16. In Battle for Peace. 1952.

17. The Ordeal of Mansart (novel). 1957.

18. Mansart Builds a School (novel). 1959.

19. Worlds of Color (novel). 1960.

20. The A B C of Color. 1963.

21. Autobiography. 1968.

NOTE: 16 monographs on Negro in the South edited by Dr. DuBois as the
"Atlanta Studies" published 1899-1912 and reprinted in one volume
by THE NEW YORK TIMES (Arno Press) 1968.
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(BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLISHED WORKS )

W.E.B. Propagandist of th91']ge ro Protest. By Elliot M. Rudwick.
Full-length biography. 1960. University of Pennsylvania Press.

W.E.B. DuBois: Negro Leader in a Time of Crisis. By Francis L. Broder-
ick. Full-length biography. Stanford University Press, 1959.

Prophet in Limbo. By Truman Nelson. Nation, Vol. 180, No.6, 1958.

Portrait: W.E. Burghardt DuBois. By J. Saunders Redding. American
Scholars Vol. 18, 1949.

Negro Leadership Since Washington. By Dr. Horace Mann Bond. South
Atlantic Quarterly, April 1925.

A Tribute to W.E. Burghardt DuBois. By William Stanley Braithwaite.
Phylon, Fourth Quarter, 1949.

W.E.B. DuBois: The First Eighty Years. By Dr. Herbert Aphteker.
Phylon, Spring 1948.

Eulogy of W.E. B. DuBois Delivered by Martin Lurther King, Jr. Carnegie
Hall, February 28, 1968. New York City. Reprinted in Freedom -
wars and as pamphlet by W.E. B. DuBois Memorial Committee.

W. E. B. DuBois and the Black Messianic Vision. By Dr. Vincent Harding.
Freedwa s, Spring 1929.

Cultural Contribution of W.E.B. DuBois. By Dr. Ernest Kaiser, Schom-
burg Collection New York Public Library, 135th Street and Lenox
Avenue, New York City.

A Selected Bibliography of the Published Writings of W.E. B. DuBois. By
Dr. Ernest Kaiser of Schomburg Collection. Published in Freedom-
ways _(special DuBois issue) Winter 1965.

W.E. B. DuBois Memorial Issue of Freedomways, Winter 1965. Collection
of biographical materials on DuBois.

The Crisis. February 1968. (Issue devoted to W.E.B. DuBois).
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W E B. DuBois: The Trail of His Ideas. Francis Broderick, Harvard
University, 1955. Doctoral.

W.E. B. DuBois' Views on Education. L.M. Collins, M.A. thesis, Fisk
University, 1937.

Politico-Economic Theories of Three Negro Leaders. B. J. Franklin,
M.A. Howard University, 1936.

The Social Theories of W.E. B. DuBois, Arthur L. Johnson, M.A.,
Atlanta University, 1949.

The Effect of the Negro Press on Race Relationships in the South. Dewey
R. Jones, M.A. Fisk University, 1944.

A Study of the Literary Subject- Matter of the Crisis. Carrie C. Robinson,
M.A. Fisk University, 1934.

W.E. Burghardt DuBois: A Casey Study of a Marginal Man. Dorothy E.
Owens, M.A. Fisk University, 1944.

The N.A.A.C.--A Study in Social Pressure. James E. Pierce, M.A.
Ohio State University, 1933.

The Rise of Protest Movements Among Negroes Since 1900. Robert H.
Brisbane. Doctor. Harvard University, 1949.

Accommodation and Militancy in Nejro Life 1870-1915. Jack Abromowitz.
Doctor. Columbia University, 1931.

DuBois : A Study in minorityGrouaLeaders. Elliot M. Rud-
wick, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1956.

W.E.B. DuBois As A Man of Letters. Mary M. Drake, M.A., Fisk
University, 1934.


